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Established January, 1846
M c N u tt Services
Evangelistic Crusade At the
First Baptist Church
Grows In Interest
The evangelistic crusade under
the leadership of Rev "Tai" Mc
Nutt, director of Christian Youth,
rnc., of Boston, is continuing and
growing in Interest as the meet
ings are held each night at the
First Baptist Church
"Tai" and his wife Evelyn, as
sisted by "Doc" Murdoch. ;x)pular
youth leader, and Ray Pendleton,
soloist, have carried a positive
message of Christ, the secret of
life for young people, into many
high schools of the area. Assembly
programs of humor, music, and
message have been well received in
the high schools of Appleton, Ten
ant's Harbor. Thomaston, and
Union. As “Tai” tells his experi
ences in the army of occupation in
Japan, he shows th at the blessings
we have in America are the re
sult of the teachings of the Bible
on which our civilization Is built.
He warns Americans against the
ioss of their liberties, unless they
return to God and His word, the
Kblc.
Vital messages for these days of
decision will be given in the serv
ices each night, including Satur
day night, through Oct. 31. at the
First Baptist Church at 7 30 All
are welcome to these meetings,
a’hich last only slightly over one
hour, and all are urged to tune In
the broadcast over WTtKD on Sun
day from 730 to 8 p. m. and on
Monday. Tuesday, and Wednesday
nights from 10.15 to 10.30.

■ n t e r e d u 8ecoxid C la a » m a t t e r a t P o t: O ffice,
R o c k la n d M a in e , u n d e r t h e A c t o f M a rc h 3, 1879
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O ver th e

At Regular Prices
FOR ADULTS ONLY
CICIL AUIRY, the nudiful Gallic charmer . , .
ogle and drool . .
-W A tT fi WINCHftt

CICIL AUIRY. gorgeous,
voluptuous, 19 year old
French find, it the rea
son Americans are flock
ing to see the daring
French film 'MANONT*
-JOUINAlAM dICAN

"CKCIL AUIRY, a luxuryloving minx . . . who
•ells her bodyl"-T«/iuNf

■«

Photo by Cullen
The American I.egion recognized the heroism o f George C. Staples of Rockland in rescuing Fred
LaCrosse from a power line In Owl's Head last April, at a meeting at the Legion Home Thursday evening,
staples received the Legion's Distinguished Service C ertificate and medal from Department Commander
Walter Leland of Sangerville. Above, left to right, a re: Commander Leland. Staples, and LaCrosse, who
pinned the medal on the jacket of the man who took him off a power line high up on a pole where he
would have died but for his quick thinking and equally quick and courageous action. Roth are Central
Maine Power Company em ployees and Legionnaires. T h e certificate was signed by Acting Commander Harold
Kaier and Adjutant Ervin L. C urtis.

THE MAN FROM OREGON

A n d e re g g Is H o m e

A tte n d th e O ld tim e rs ' R e u n io n
Ominous clouds which darkened
the interior of The C ourier-G a
zette offlee Friday forenoon, lifted
with amazing suddenners when a
rudgged Westerner invaded th e
editorial rooms.
The Westerner was from O re 
gon. his name Fred L. Blaisdell.
Oak Grove his residence.
It was back in 1909 that he left
Rockland, leaving behind him a
fine three years' record as m o to rman and conductor on the R ock
land. Thomaston & Camden S tre e t
Railway. Because he was not due
here until late October the a n n u al
reunion of the Oldtime R T jC. e m 
ployes was postponed to next S u n 
day and when the boys m eet a t
Penobscot View Grange
h a ll
"Fred" is sure to be the recipient
of the glad hand.
Railroading continued to be Mr.
Blaisdell’s forte after crossing th e
continent, and last May saw him
retired on a railroad pension,
credited with 41 years’ service as
a trainm an and despatcher.
Retirement, however, did no t
mean declining years of idleness
for It has given him an o p p o rtu n 
ity to indulge in what he calls a
hobby—free lance photogTaphy.
And It also gtves him additional

"CICIL AUIRY, the dr.om
of Forial"
- t s o ii it i
"CICIL AUIRY, rtio midcentury Vonual"
-rosr
"CICIL AUIRY. tho frisky,
part, sugor ond spica
bundla . . . a naw Latin
lilt."
-t«
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Rockport Skipper Has High
Praise For Coast Guard
Jam es Anderegg, Rockport owner
of th e 50 foot dragger Dorothy and
Edith, returned to his home in
Rockport Friday after rescue by the
Coast G uard Search and Rescue
Team early Thursday.
He states that his vessel struck
an obstruction on Wednesday night,
about 70 miles East of N antucket
Light: th a t she filled rapidly and
sank in a very short time. The ves
sel was insured.
Anderegg is high in his praise of
the efficient and speedy work per
formed by the Coast Guard in res
cuing him while adrift in his dory.

. time for w riting magazine and
' newspaper articles.
I One of these articles was on a
! topic which seem s a bit strange
for Oregon-blueberries. That State
does not raise th e common varie
ties, but Oregon residents eat
plenty of blueberry pie, made from
the canned product. Information
J for Mr. Blatsdell's article was ob■tained on his last visit to Rock, land, six years ago, when he gathI ered material from various sources.
J The Oregon blueberry is the high
bush variety—scarcely a second
P o lio Suspect
cousin to the kind which grows in
Knox County.
Mr Blatsdell's Eastern vacation Joseph Gallant. 9. To East
is planned for a 10-day period,
ern Maine General For
during which he will visit old
Observation
• friends, and revive again the good
According to George Parsons, lia
! old days when he was ushering the
"broomstick" over the main line ison m an with the National Polio
between Camden an d Warren.
Foundation, there has been another
polio suspect admitted to the E ast
ern M aine General Hospital at
Y M C A O ffic e rs
Bangor on Thursday.
Joseph Gallant, 9. son of Mr. and
Board Returned To Office Mrs.
J. Nelson Gallant of 112
Thursday In the Annual Pleasant street, was examined at
Elections Of Group
Knox County General Hospital by
Dr. O ram R. Lawry, Jr., and a
The board of directors of the
tentative diagnosis of poliomyelitis
Rockland YMCA held its annual established. The patient was tran s
meeting Thursday afternoon at the ferred to Bangor by the Davis Am
Community B uilding and preceded bulance and admitted to th e hos
with the election of officers for the pital th ere for further diagnosis
and treatm ent.
coming year.
To All the vacancy created by the
death of William T albot the board
elected Walter M. Gay. Re-elected For Your Dining Pleasure
to the positions held by them were
S u n d ay Dinners
Herman Hart, president: Robert
1 P. M. to 3.30 P. M.
Gregory, secretary; Joseph Robin
son, treasurer.
K N O X HOTEL
John Karl was elected to a threeTHOMASTON
year term on th e policy committee
DAILY DINNERS
of the Community Building, rep
resenting the YMCA. The board
Monday Through Friday
members serving on the same com
5.30 P. M. to 7.30 P. M.
mittee now are H enry Marsh and
Herman Hart.

A tte n tio n — Fish a n d Gamers

• Every type R cylinder of Py b o
FAX Gas is guaranteed lo contain
100 lbs. of gas. by weight. T his is
enough to last the average fam ily
three or more months for c o o k in g
P Y B O F A X Gas is the superior bot
tied gas service for refrigeration and
water heating, too. See us today far
the best in gas appliances - th e best

Anyone holding the 1952 lyellow) card who has not been
receiving m eeting notices regularly please send name and a d 
dress to Secretary. R. Waldo Tyler, So. Thomaston. Me.
1 2 7 -1 2 9

in bottled gas service.

HALLOWEEN COSTUM E DANCE
1

FRIDAY, OCT. 31— 8 P. M.
T h o m p s o n M e m o ria l A u d ito r iu m

Z o n in g

Q u e s tio n — C itiz e n s '

The citizens of Thomaston will dential zones. These might require
soon have an opportunity to ex a minimum area for a building, a
press themselves on the vital ques ' set back from the street line, certion of zoning. Zoning has been in ' tain amount of side yards and rear
effect since 1935. a period of 17 : yard. The height of the building
years, and has kept Main street may be limited, as well as lot size
reasonably free of filling stations, I and frontage. If the area is not serroadside stands, and other small i viced by a sewer system the restructures or enterprises generally ' qulrement for the rear yard and lot
accepted as traffic hazards and I size would be sufficient to care for a
detrimental to residential areas. ; private method of disposing of
The absence of these activities has ' sewage.
no doubt been a contributing fact
This keeps neighbors from enor in saving the fine elm trees croacning on each others property,
which line the Main street earning gives children a place to play w ith
for Thomaston the reputation of out being on the street, minimizes
being one of the "most beautiful police protection, standardizes nec
Towns in Maine." It is quite no essary fire equipment and Indicates
ticeable that where business exists the type of residence to be in the
the trees are fewer or absent.
area.
The Town has acquired many new
So many people take their meager
residents from out of State in the savings to purchase a home and
last few years. This benefit has then struggle the rest of their lives
been credited to the generally fa to hold it that It is of prime Impor
The use of the red and green, stop and go. traffic lights at the con
vorable looks and conditions of the tance th at this home be a proper
gested Park and I'nion streets corners is for pedestrian safety, especially
Town and the availability of some one and that the surroundings be the throngs of school children. Always use the well marked cross-walk.
fine old homesteads no longer need
and remain satisfactory as this type The suggested green arrow would endanger pedestrians.
ed by the old Thomaston families of owner cannot afford to move,
Public interest in the operation was installed. To be sure there
that built them.
especially if his property has de
of the one-way traffic system in has to be a momentary wait for
It would seem fitting at this time
preciated.
to give a brief description of zon
Rockland continues unabated and motorists on red. but only through
A zoning ordinance can be estab
ing, its purpose and operation to
lished only by a vote of the gov nine out of ten. motorists and pe this suspension of traffic can pe
the Information of the citizens.
erning body of a political subdi destrians alike, are in favor of the destrians. especially school children,
The purpose of zoning is so well
vision, it therefore can be changed plan. All realize that the au present In great numbers, cross in
established th at nearly all zoning
only by the same method, preceded thorities are studying the situation safety. The suggestion h a s been
laws define this in their preambles
of course by the required hearings looking toward still further satis made th at the holdup of traffic
and one such is quoted in part as
and reports set up by law In con faction. Nobody can expect so be avoided by the use of a green
follows:
radical a change to be put Into arrow to permit constant flow.
"For the promotion of the health, nection with this the governing
body should make every effort to effect without some confusion and While this would be an effective
safety, convenience, morals or wel
the absence of serious traffic snarls deuce for motorists, it would ren
fare of the inhabitants, and for acquaint the public with the bene
during these days of transition has der pedestrian traffic most hazard
ficial
and
detrimental
effects.
Zon
the purpose of lessening congestion
been most pleasing and a tribute to ous. so it has not been put into
In the streets, securing safety from ing should be established as early
The yellow walk light
the cooperation of police depart effect.
as
possible
for
if
it
is
delayed
un
fire, panic, and other dangers, pro
ment and public and to the cam would be less effective at this in
til
it
1s
needed
it
is
often
too
late
viding adequate light and air. pre
paign of education put on by City tersection than the present red and
venting over-crowding of land, J to obtain full benefit
Manager Farnsworth through these green.
Provision
is
usually
made
to
al
avoid undue concentration of popu
Constant improvements looking
columns before the plan went into
low
continued
non-conforming
use
lation. facilitating adequate provi
toward smoothness and efficient
effect.
sion of transportation, water, sewer where existing at time of passage,
The City Manager's office is al movement of motor traffic are be
age. schools, parks and other public and variation is provided to cover
ways receptive to citizen sugges ing made such as re-location of
cases
of
hardship.
requirements, and increasing the
We must not become confused tions and communications and parking meters to improve visibil
amenities of the area by the re
between
a variation and a change from these much good can result. ity, cutting back of curbstones to
striction and regulation of the use.
Explanations of various problems widen corners, the making of small
height, area, construction, repair of zone. Tills can best be ex
and the reasoning concerning cer changes In parking areas, and ex
plained
by
citing
the
case
of
a
and alteration of structures and
tain regulations of traffic will be tremely important—the stronger
building
used
for
a
specific
purpose
buildings and the use of land In
and th at purpose no longer exists presented from time to time with marking of cross walks. City Man
said area.”
ager Farnsworth constantly stresses
Zoning is not a new idea al or the business if it should should charts to show traffic movement
the first rule of pedestrian safety:
'
graphically.
though not always labelled as such. be such has had a revolutionary
* • • «
"Cross heavily traveled streets
In 1692 the Massachusetts Colony development and can no longer sell
The congested junction of Union only on the marked cross walks.
passed a law for Boston. Salem, “A" material but must sell "B" m a
and
Park streets, has been given Don't 'Jay-walk' for your own
Charlestown, and other villages to terial perhaps requiring a re-mod
special study. The present traffic ; safety."
eled
building
and
a
non-conform
set aside areas for slaughter
light controls the flow of pedes
houses, tallow houses and some ing use. This would create a h a rd  trian and vehicular traffic much
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
other offensive activities. In those ship as the owner would have to
better than before the one-way flow
I f I h a d m y li f e t o liv e a g a in . I
early days gunpowder mills and go out of business and have a
c o u ld h a v e m a d e a r u le t o ro a d
storehouses were also banned in the building taxable but without a use.
and will have an effect on the fu s o m e p o e t r y a n d lis t e n t o s o m e
villages. We all recognize these A motion should be allowed in such
m u sic a t le a s t o n c e a w e e k . T h e
ture development of the Town.
activities as such th at we would a case. This would apply only to
'.oss o f t h e s e t a s t e s Is a lo s s o f h a p Citizens
should
not
fail
to
ex
not welcome them into our neigh one existing lot and the restric
m e a s — C h a r le s D a r w in .
press
themselves
a
t
both
the
hear
tions would not be lifted on the
borhood.
ing before the Selectmen Monday, DROP A PEBBLE IN THE WATER
Life has become more compli lot. except for this one exception.
October
27, 1952 and at the Town I Drop a nebhle in the water; just a
On a change, the area, perhaps
cated since those days and likewise
splash, and It Is gone.
Meeting to follow probably Mon
many
lots,
would
be
transferred
to
has zoning become more compli
But there's half-a-hundred ripples
day.
Nov.
10.
in
W
atts
Hall.
circling on and on and on.
cated with various types ol zones another zone with entirely differ
Harold W. Putnam
Spreading, spreading from the
where different activities are al ent restrictions and would be on
center,
flawing on out to the
Town Manager
the basis of need. For example,
lowed.
sea.
Zoning in Its present form has an outlying district zoned for resi
And there is no way of telling
where the end Is going to be.
developed rapidly in the last 30 dences grows to a substantial size N e w A p p o in tm e n t
years and usually prompted in a and is a long distance from the
Drop a word of cheer and kindness:
a flash and it is gone;
town center or business district so
developed area.
William Dunham Is Execu But just
there's half-a-hundred ripples
In Thomaston It was prompted by th a t the residents then feel the
circling on and on and on,
tive Assistant Of Central Bearing
the threat of an influx of filling need for a local grocery and drug
ho;>e and joy and comfort
Maine Power Company
on each splashing, dashing
stations on Main street. It was de store. This would be good reason
wave
veloped and passed at Town Meet for a change to a neighborhood
The appointment of William H.
you wouldn't believe the
ing in a relatively short period; is business zone which would allow Dunham of Augusta to the position Till volume
of the one kind word
certain
types
of
service
stores
In
not complete: does not cover some
you gave.
of Executive Assistant of Central
areas properly; and need a com cluding the two mentioned. The Maine Power Company has been Drop a word of cheer and kind
plete revision even though the re area, however, should be chosen be i announced.
ness: in a minute you forget;
sults of the present by law have cause of its value according to lo
As executive assistant, Mr. Dun But there's gladness still a-swell
ing. and there's joy a-circling
cation to serve the growing de ham will work in conjunction with
been satisfactory to date.
yet.
velopment
tor
which
it
is
changed.
The present bylaw has three
the operating departments and will And you've rolled a wave of com
W ith the exception of the eastern be responsible for the administra
zones, two business and one resi
fort whose sweet music can b e
heard
dence. Most cities and towns have section and part of the w aterfront, tion of company policy regarding
Over miles and miles of water just
at least two residential, a business Thomaston Is primarily a residen wages and related matters.
by dropping one kind word.
and industrial zone. Many places tial town Industry has shown no
A trustee of Bates College since
James W. Foley.
Inclination
to
move
in
although
1944, Dunham also is chairman of
have more.
The reason for zones is to sort many good locations are available. f the college’s Board of Overseers.
out the sections of a town for va One of the requisites of a new busi He is a member of the Board of STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
rious developments and activities ness would be available labor and Trustees and of the Finance Com So. Thomaston Grange Hall
for which they are best suited and homes. Until such time as more mittee of the Green street Metho E V E R Y S A TU R D A Y N IG H T
to protect those who establish homes with the needed labor are dist Church of Augusta. He is also W o o d c o c k 's O r c h e s tr a — 8JO t o 12.
D O O R P R IZ E W E E K L Y
themselves or pioneer there. They available. Thomaston probably will a member of the KJwar.is Club in
6-Th&8-tf
i the Capitol City.
can then be assured that some un continue as a residential town.
T he new business zone If ap
welcome project detrimental to the
Everyone admires a good loser—
neighborhood will not be allowed. proved will be 150 feet In depth
except his wife.
Let us illustrate this point brief and will extend from Ship street ____________
■I
ly. Each zone has its limitations and to Shibles Lane on the north side
uziznjgjzjzjzrzreizizrerararajzrai
restrictions and the one that in of Main street.
T his is a very important question
terests most everyone is the resi
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unnaturally in front at just about prime moment when personal com
fort Is balanced against natures in
good scat ter-gun range.
B ut if you have found the ducks vasion of this area when conditions
of the early season wary 'you a in t are right.
And, if I told you before I got
seen nothin’ yet.” for if feathers
E xpert B o w le rs A re S c a tte rin g th e Thin
and brains ever got into the making my boat bailed out, th a t around 509
of a bird, jo u will find it well com “king-size” Red Legs were just ask
Sticks— D e ta ile d R eports
bined in the coming of the big ing to be yours for the mere proper
| Canadian Red Legs that will be sit- lead and well considered placement
i ting down for rest and food in this of shot on that very nasty and un
The teams in the Fourflusher his team with 285. while Sawyer's
area during the last half. And what comfortable day in latfe November
League are fighting it out for top 268 was high for those strong
not so long ago. You m ight think I
IS
a duck!
«
Braves. Capt. Bunny Young, keep
was wishful thinking
but it’s a
place, with any team taking five
Big,
dark
bodies
with
the
usual
By
ing his promise to be quiet and
; fact.
points next week, going to the top really bowl, was his team's high
black duck markings. Immaculate
v J. t v l e r
j The Winter that my oldest son
of within a point or two from that man with 267.
white on the underwings. Large
: returned from World W ar 2, he
muscular pinions that cannot be
coveted position. The Diamonds
The G iants really took the night
hunted on such a day and estimated
Well, th at procrastinating pre
As
this
column
goes
to
press
we
broken
by
small
shot
a
t
average
upset those leading Cluhs this week, off dropping four points to the
over a thousand big, heavy RedComplete new styling is an outstanding feature of 1953 Dodge, now on
are
surrounded
by
ducks.
Big
ducks,
j
range
dnd
that
metallic
bronze
varicator
of
Prognostications
taking four of the five points. Lil Rockets. Guess they were getting
Legs were on the South Thomaston display in, dealers' showrooms. This Coronet four-door sedan typifies the
little
ducks,,
Buffle
heads,
early
i
sheen
of
handwoven
silk
as
they
lift
(Whew!
page
Noah
Webster.)
nev
new
"action appearance" of the entire Dodet line. Coronet models h a v e th e
to
far
ahead
and
want
to
keep
this
Richards again led the Clubs with
marsh. He brought home the limit
new 140-horsepower Red Ram V Eight engine which develops its h i g h
113 single and 293 total. Packard's league close. A rthur (anchor man) er provided the day 1 was looking whistlers, ring-necks and a few ; ,rom their resting places into the I and complained his hands were so efficiency on regular fuel. Both the Coronet and Meadowbrook serie s are
109 and 285 total were high for the Knight led the Giants with 266.) for during the first half of open geese, but they are a wild bunch,; morning sun a full hundred yards cold he found reloading painful.
available in a wide range oi bright, new colors and two-tone combinations.
Diamonds. It was the H earts nightJ Doug Heald has high average 91.5; duck hunting season, but he did a t th a t appears to have been w e l l ahead of y°ur most careful apHe was ready for the hospital The restyled Meadowbrook series retains popular "Get-Away Six engine.
again, with Virginia Heal's 104 and fcrie Prince, 91.4; Frank Sawyer. 1fine job for the bluebirds, butter seasoned by the blasts of gunfire, i Proach by land or water,
when he got home, but he had the
284 total, and Dot Sayward’s 270, \ 89.13; Lloyd McFarland, 88.1 and 1flies and mosquitoes, which like also quite wary of anything
You may not believe i t but I have goods and they will be there this
they took four points from Capt. ( Maynard
Smith,
87.1. "Speed Jimm y Gallagher’s dance band, "phoney” along the shores of their t seen a thousand of these big, alert season when conditions are right.
Ames' Spades. Nan HanseU with 101 Leaguers” Bagley and Doug Heald "are still hanging on" as we bid travels that could be a hastily con- birds sitting on the flats of the
•• • •
and 266 total and Capt. Ames' 262 have high single 118 and Frank goodbye to the 22 days of the first structed blind containing a couple \ lower St. George’s River and withIt will shortly become the dis
half for the between season recess of two-legged predators, with a \ out question they were a half mile
was high for the Spades.
Sawyer high total 300.
tinction of the Knox County Fish O n ly S ix Persons A tte n d e d th e "L ittle
At the end of the first five weeks f The Belfast League got under from now until Nov. 19.
' squad" of ill painted decoys lolling ' off shore, but when I took a look and Game Association to have in
of bowling, the first five averages way on Tuesday, with two teams
------------------------------------------------ through the binoculars out onto its posesson the deed of one of the
B ig g e r L e a g u e " M e e tin g In T ho m a ston
are: Lll Richards, 94.8; Dora j from Belfast, one from Searsmont
! th a t mass of two-legged "quackers'' finest pieces of lake shore property
THE C O U R IE R -G A Z E T T E
Packard, 91.2; Ethel Savage. 89.11; j and one from Searsport. That is
there were a hundred of those stal and one of the best constructed and
Margaret Colwell. 88.6; and Virginia really wanting to bowl, when they
Sdltor PRANK A WINSLOW
wart males that had their heads finest equipped club houses in New
up in the list in the State Cross
(By Bob Mayo)
Heal, 88.4. Lil also holds high sin- I will ride 18 to 20 miles for their
high and one brown and brilliatit England.
Country Meet to be held next
In
Thomaston
Thursday
night
a
gle 134 and high total 330. In the matches. Here's hoping they all
eye focused on the shore.
To grasp the meaning of these } meeting was held to consider what. month at the University of Maine.
Nighthawk League the Deuces and \have a good time and that their
Can they see?
THE
REPUBLICAN
TICKET
words one only needs to take a cur- I
Jacks tied on total, (although Nellie ileague will be very successful,
B rother duck hunters, I honestly sory look a t the present property of I If any, action would be taken re
had it won by the Deuces by one :Rooney of the Searsport Lions was FOR P R E S ID E N T .............. DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER
Has N e w H om e
believe a ‘Canadian Red Leg can Beaver Camp Lodge on the shores garding the starting of a Pony
point which called for each girl jhigh man for the night with high
j see a wisp of pipe or cigarett smoke of Alford Lake and decide for him- ’ League or Little Bigger League in
FOR
VICE
P
R
E
S
ID
E
N
T
..............
RICHARD
M.
NIXON
rolling two boxes. The Jacks proved I single 109 and high total 313.
j rising from a blind at one mile self. The property is open constant- ' the Knox-Lincoln area next Sum The FHA County Office Will
better under pressure and gained . Twelve men bowled Sunday after-1
Unfortunately there were
j minimum on a clear morning. I ly and your inspection is welcomed. [ mer.
Move November 3
the two points for total, taking the ! noon in the men’s doubles paired '
only six present; four from Wal
! also believe th at they can smell and
[ED
ITO
R
IA
L)
points 3 to 2. Williams’ 238 was high \ up by averages. Carl Hilton with !
It didn't seem so many years ago {doboro led by John Foster, and
I hear a hum an far beyond shooting
The Rockland County Office of
WHERE COLUMBIA STANDS
that W. F. Davis, now retired game j two from Thomaston. Hazen Cook
for the Jacks while Butler starred 457 and W arren Colwell with 525 for
j ranges at present day duck guns.
The staff and faculty of Columbia University of which
warden, and I were fishing on Al- ' and your agent. The expected the Farmers Home Administration
for the Deuces with 258.
, a total of 982 were winners, Lloyd
I But regardless of all this wariness
The Queens took over the Kings i MacFarland’s 439 and "Flash” ;
Gen. Eisenhower is president-on-leave, is predominantly be
ford Lake w’hen the first nail was delegations from Camden, Rock will be located in new quarters in
i and head work they can be hunted
hind him in his canvass for the presidency. I t is announced
to the tune of four points with Hobbs’ 539 for a 973 total came in
driven in that structure of buildings port, etc., failed to put in an ap the Bicknell Block. 491 Main street
successfully If the weather is right.
Rockland, as of November 3, ac
Betty Pires’ 90 and 243 and Ann ! second. “D onut" Whitehouse and
th at 713 members have endorsed the General, and have con
that was to become one of the fi pearance.
Give me a day when our N orth nest and most modern girl’s camps
tributed varying sums to pay for the publication of a paid
Foster’s 242 high for the Queens. Tommy Aylard bowled also. Eleven
Some discussion was held over j cording to Homer F. Worcester,
ern and Eastern areas are product in Eastern Maine, and I have an the respective merits of Pony State Director of the FHA for
Helen Marriner’s 100 string and couples rolled In the mixed doubles
advertisement. The action comes as a very definite answer
ive of miserable winds with the idea that Wes. Wentworth of East League ball (13-14 year olds) and Maine. The present location of the
Arlene Clark’s 260 total was high in the evening. Virginia Heal and
to a previous declaration th at 324 persons a t Columbia
taste of salt in every gust. These are Union drove that first nail. To have Little Bigger League ball (13-15). Rockland Office is in the Post Of
were in favor of Stevenson.
for the Kings. First five averages; Carl Hilton (again) took an early
! usually preceded by an Autumn fog the opportunity to eventually be No final decision was reached but I fice Building and the personnel as
Joan Williams, 85,11; Helen Marri- lead and held it. to win. with Virwhich clings stickily and soggily come part owner in th a t beautiful am under the impression that the signed to the office are Darius P.
ner, 84.6; Dot Poland. 84 1; Arlene ginia rolling a nice 489 and Hilton’s
TIME FOR ACTION
■to every vestige of outdoor vegita- property seems like a dream.
Clark, 83.3 and Nellie Butler. 82.1 478 gave them a 967 total. Winnie '
Pony brand was preferred It was Joy, Jr., County Supervisor; Her
It is very gratifying to note that the Korean question
tion until its dripping appendages
Joan Williams was high single 116 Burkett’s 435 and Arthur WoodI saw It’s massive field rock fire decided to take a census of the man C. Lamoreau, Assistant County
has been given top priority by the United Nations General
have soaked you to the skin In a place years ago. Looked a t it’s stal number in the 13-14 age group in . Supervisor and Miss Helvi S. Laitand high total 309.
ward’s 487 placed them in second
Assembly. The action was unanimous. High time that some
half mile of travel in modern gar- wart foundation and it’s spacious the Thomaston. Warren. Union. St. inen. County Office Clerk.
Those Rockland boys are still place with 922. f r a n Hilton’s 418
body in authority puts his shoulders to the wheel. If the
going strong and leading the Hot I and Roy Hobbs’ 491 for 915 were
John D. Gibson, Assistant Disas
j merits.
piazza. Walked around it’s pine George area before another meeting
United Nations Assembly h a s the authority, which it has,
ter Loan Supervisor, assigned to
Shot League. This week they took third. B. Perry's 462 and E. Young’s
is
held,
some
two
weeks
hence.
An
ominous
dark
frequents
the
and
hemlock
shaded
grounds,
saw
and the power, which it probably lacks, we should be given
all five points from the Panthers 452 finished fourth. Margaret ColWaldoboro, always fore-handed, the Belfast FHA County Office, is
j Eastern sky. An ear, cocked to the its sandy landing beach and drank
a prompt demonstration of it.
with Wink’s 111 and Sleeper’s 111 well's 103 single was high for the
seaboard hears the turbulent roar from its never failing spring—well already knows that it has 87 boys presently on temporary duty in the
and 309 total high. Capt. Seliger ladies and Lacombes' 121 for the ,
of w hat only a few short weeks ago | while talking with it’s capable di in that age group within Its area Rockland office.
HELPS “ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS"
himself had a nice total of 284 men. Special mention should b e ;
j was the quiet and clear waters of rector, Miss E. W. Fisher of Phila which includes Friendship, Bremen, ' Rockland’s FHA County Office
Dr. Thomas H. Hogshead, medical director of the E. 1.
Bartlett’s (another Rocklander) 99 made of Jim m ie Sylvester's nice
Mussel Ridge th an n el.
delphia, for I was at th a t time de Jefferson, etc. As long as Rockport was opened in January 1950 to
du Pont de Nemours & Company, extends a helping hand
and 281 was high for the Panthers, total of 499 which was high for j
1 S hort and fitful spits of early veloping and printing films taken and Camden appeared to have no serve Knox and Lincoln Counties,
to the organization known as "Alcoholics Anonymous." “Our
With Capt. Erickson leading the the men.
snowflakes strike you in the face by the girls at the camp during Interest in the deal It seems at this which at that time were under the
program in the field of alcoholism.” he says. “ Including pre
point th a t Thomaston will cast Jurisdiction of the Belfast and Au
way with 107 and 274 and Lane
Around the Alleys
j and the collar of your jacket fits July and August.
vention, treatm ent and rehabilitation is built and centered
with 267 total, the Boat Club took { Keith Richards, President of the
their lot with Waldoboro and other gusta FHA County Offices, respect
too loosely to repel the chill of the
The
pride
that
Miss
Fisher
took
around the Alcoholic Anonymous fellowship Always the
four points from the Vagabonds. Eastern Maine League, Warren Colpoints
to the West.
ively. The major aim of the FHA is
coming storm.
in her camp the years past will
patients active association in Alcoholics Anonymous is the
Talk was that one team would to provide credit and to help fam
Chapman's 100 and 273 was high weUi George Lacombe and Roy
A No'th Easter is brewing. You never be let down by its new owners
immediate goal.” In practice, representatives of du Pont visit
for Capt. Crockett’s outfit. Average jjobbs, Captain of the Lucky Strike
: scan the skies. It is 10 a. m. and the members of the Knox County come from the Thomaston-St. ily farmers make needed improve
Alcoholics Anonymous branches and explain how the com
leaders: Sleeper, 94.6; Dearborn,
went to Bangor this week to
not a duck has stopped within gun Fish and Game Association, for as George area; one from the Friend ments, to bring their tarm s to max
pany's program is working with each branch. In cities where
88.13; Wink, 88.7; Crockett, 88.2 and a meeting for organizing and setship - Cushing - South Waldoboro imum efficiency.
shot of your decoys.
I walked about those beautiful
du Pont has interests and there are no Alcoholics Anonymous
Seliger, 87.11. Dearborn and Wink ting up the league,
Operating loans are made to ob
The duck-boat, a frail craft with grounds with this kindly, gray area; one from Waldoboro proper
branches the firm’s medical staff helps establish them. Du
hold high single 116 and Sleeper j They report eight, teams entered
fertilizer, seed, livestock,
scarcely a half foot of freeboard haired maiden lady in her early and one from the Warren-Union tain
Pont also sponsors lectures to management and workers on
and Dearborn high total 309
anq the possibility of a woman’s
axis. However all this depends on equipment and other items needed
frets
uneasily
at
its
stays
and
the
sixtys. I realized that it was the
successful methods of treating alcoholics
In the Teenagers League the Roses [eague also. They hope to start
the interest shown in the various to increase production. Repayments
tollers you have watched since realization of a dream to her.
and the Lacombes take all the around the first of November. Nice
places. Waldoboro feels that they of the loans are set up for periods
shortly after daylight “yaw" back
And by good fortune it will soon
honors. In the Girls Division. Estell to have Miller Hobbs back as a
NEXT Y E A R S ALL-STAR GAME
and forth in the coming tide at become the realization of a dream must provide some form of baseball of from 1 to 7 years, depending
Lacombe has high total 267, spectator. He came down on Sun
for their 13-14 year olds but are upon the amount and type of loan.
The annual All-Star game of the Major Baseball Leagues
their anchors.
to the Knox County Fish and Game
Carolyn Lacombe high single 104, day for the Auburn match at 2 p. m.
will be played on the Braves Field July 14 B ut what prob
You rib a t the "zipper" fastening Association, whose long years of ex hardly large enough to have a The interest rate is 5 percent per
and the Roses hold high total and and left for Hope when we closed
ably interests Boston baseball fans is the question of whether
on the front of your jacket, pound istence has seen the passing of league of their own, and the feel annum on the unpaid principal. No
up at 11 p. m. Miller hasn't missed
single to lead the teams.
the Hub will furnish a championship team of its own in
your hands for added circulation many outstanding sportsm en of ing expressed Thursday night was operating loan can be made in ex
The Roses took all five points many matches here in the past few
that competition would be keener
1953 New England supporters certainly hope th a t there will
and put on your gloves.
this area as past executives, always anyhow if teams were spread cess of $7,000 and the maximum in
from the Daisies with C. Lacombe yearg Also on Monday nights, the
not be a repetition of the past season’s slump.
debtedness is $10,000. Only full
L isten! Over the headlands of striving for this goal which is now
high for the Roses 247, Charlene Ladies number one fan. Bill Robinaround more.
time or potentially full-time farm 
the shoreline and through the ob so close at hand.
Talbot with 219 high for the K n|
again this year buying
Rockland's football Tigers go
GOV. PAYNE VINDICATED
scure distance comes the welcome
The Association will need the Saturday to Brunswick there to try ers are eligible for operating-loans.
Daisies Violets took four points brinks for the teams having the
Farm ownership loans, both di
"quack” of ducks.
The action of the Kennebec County grand jury in de
helping
hand
of
its
members
and
conclusions with the Dragons of
from Petunias with Joan Bennett’s vugest total on the first string. The
rect and insured, are made for the
claring the complete innocence of U. S. Senator-elect Fred
Not just ordinary black ducks but the cooperation of the executives
Brunswick High. It will be their
247 and Capt. Maxine Drinkwater o iam0nds have been the winners
purchase, enlargement, or improve
erick G. Payne is highly gratifying to the Maine electorate
J a storm wise score of tired and and personnel of the cogs and
with 258 the highest. In the boys' {or the paS(, t,w0 weeks. Last year
last game away from home of the
ment of family farms. Loans of
and fully in accord with the conviction shared by his friends.
heavy red legs.
wheels
of
Knox
County’s
business
season.
Last
year,
it
will
be
re
the
treats
went
to
us,
not
more
division some of the scores looked
th a t type are made only to full
The grand jury declares th at Gov. Payne had been "falsely,
Now, if there is feeling enough in establishments and
industry
to
called, they played a 13-13 tie wdth
like Speed League scores. Capt. than twice all year, I'm sure.
fraudulently and maliciously accused.”
time farm operators with farm
your fingers and sight enough in achieve its purpose.
Brunswick In one of their better
Jim Sylvester with 112 and 307 total
background and experience. The
; your eyes you can begin to realize
Whether
you
are
a
member
of
showings of the year. Brunswick
led his team to victory over the
Farm Ownership loans are made
what our Eastern flyway is worth. this progressive organization or
C a rte r E x h ib it
U N A N D U N A N IM IT Y
goes Into the game Saturday with
Chummles. His team m ate Richard
You
let
the
first
flock
through
just a bystander in the observance a 4-3 record but were somewhat for 40-vear repayment periods and
In the heat of the campaign a vital sector of the cold
Bhaw hit high single 117 and 300
and cozy yourself in the blind. Your of its efforts to make Knox Coun snowed under last Saturday by the interest rate is 4%. Supervi
war has been all but forgotten by most Americans. But the
total. Leonard with 244 was high Museum Showing 01 Water
germ warfare charges brought by the Communists against
' duck call is a useless article
ty a better place in which to live, Gardiner which is having one of sion in working out Farm and
for the chummles.
Colors By New Yorker
the United States have not been forgotten by millions of
From
over
the
top
of
B
arlett's
you
should take your place a t once its better years. My impression is Home Plans that make full use of
A few more bowlers are needed
- Asians, Europeans, and Africans. Thus it is most encourag
Now
In
Progress
!
Oaks
there
comes
a
steady
stream
beside
those wtto have come for that the Dragons are better than the family s land and labor re
ing
to
have
the
United
Nations
General
Assembly
over
in both the boys and girls league
j of birds.
whelmingly vote to consider the establishment of an impartial
ward with pledged assistance In a year ago, as a t this time lastI sources accompanies the Farm
Watercolors by B S. Carter are
to complete the teams.
commission to investigate these charges.
I The storm increases and the lash this undertaking of the men who year they were winless coming Into Ownership, as well as Operating
The big news in the Speed League now on exhibit in the Lower Gal
Such action is long overdue. This newspaper six months
loans.
: of Vatch encased in freezing snow have faith In Knox County's future the Rockland game.
this week is the fact the Aces took lery of the Farnsworth Museum,
ago urged that the United States take far more vigorous
Farm Housing loans are made
lashes a t your face to toughen your as a good hunting and fishing area.
action to combat the bacterial warfare lies. We supported
The Tigers will probably play a
all five points from the Clippers where they will be on exhibit for
only
to farm owners for the con
Senator
Alexander
Wiley’s
bold
proposal
th
at
the
President
|
exposed
hide
and
bring
tears
to
The
l
eaver
Camp
Lodge
will
cost
shoot the works—nothing to lose
and the Lucky Strikes four from the rem ainder of this month and
invite several outstanding Asian leaders to form a top-level
your eyes. Duck6 are all about you i the Association $5,000. Its rofighly type of game with plenty of spread struction or retpair of farm houses
the All Stars. The Clippers had part of November.
commission of investigation into Red Asia’s charges. We
and it is time right now before the {one-eighth of the price of con formation and passing. They play and other farm buildings, as well
dropped but two points thus far
advocated establishing the facts of the case beyond serious
Tile artist was born in Boston,
(Continued On Page six)
duck boat is submerged to start structing a similar club house to Lisbon Falls here a week from
doubt,
then
pressing
the
ease
against
any
government
found
this season, and Lucky Strikes had but spent most of his boyhood in
to have falsified the facts.
1shooting.
day. The lodge Is partially equipped Saturday and ring down the cur
taken but five points, so both Paris, where later, he studied etch
Don’t jay-walk
Cross busy
It was easy enough for most Americans to assume that
Let's wait for the trio of heavy, with modern conveniences. There is tain on football (and probably
matches were upsets. Milliken was ing and wateroolors with Samuel
the charges were obviously "discredited" when the Chinese
streets only on cross-walks for
tired birds now beating at the wind ample acreage for any future de Community Park) the following
high for the Aces with 315, Capt. Chamberlain, the photographer
refused to allow such an impartial body as the International
just over the rocking decoys. Here velopment. Opportunity lacks only Saturday against the above men- 1 your own safety. Don’t be a jay
Red Cross to investigate them; but it was as easy for those
Redman's 304, Hobbs’ 303, Crocketts and elcher Mj ca rte r also stud- I
129*132
ignorant of both the United States and the Red Cross to
they are sitting in. Two shots as the imagination of it's possibilities. tioned G ardiner team, which'is No. walker.
294 and Melvin’s 282 set up a new ied
the Yale school of Fine Arts ;
accept the Chinese explanations of this refusal as to accept
they brake for a landing three feet One-half the cost price has already 4 in the double F football division.
team total of 1495. Capt. Munroe and at the iAjt stu d en ts' League
the original charges. And now that the Assembly has voted
above the decoys and two birds, one been pledged without promotion
led his Clippers with 298 Roland under Arnold Blanch and Raphael j
Basketball is with us for the next
53 to 5 to consider a commission of inquiry it m ust face the
probability th at any commission appointed by the UN will
half the limit, come drifting and the Association holds an option five months, as the Flying Tigers iMarriner rolling 130 for his final
He hag taught landscape
BUY
be found unacceptable to the Soviet bloc on the grounds of
! ashore.
string was high for Lucky Strikes painting at the Tuscon Academy
of Maestro Mike DiRenzo began
expiring Dec. 20.
alleged partiality or bias
Just overhead a flock of thirsty
with 305, while Colwell's 300 as the
Jn Ari2ona
If you have any doubts, take a their sessions this week with some
’ POULTRY FARM
Nevertheless, this puts the Soviet bloc decidedly on the
scrutinize the blind well within look a t the property the first chance I 20 out. There will be many more
defensive,—and a very weak defensive, indeed. We trust the
All Stars highest.
j i n 1940 54,- c a rte r turned to
MODERN small home wltl
m atter may be pushed forward with vigor and th at the present
LOTS of acreage. 2 car
__r garagt
. range. Cold fingers and freezing I you have, then phone your pledge when cross country and football
Leading the average in the Speed conlmerciai art work, entering a
unanimity among the non-communist members of the UN in
Eqiupped for large-scale' bin
water across the lenses of my bi- ; to Chairman Almon M. Young of seasons have run their course. There
League are; Wally Heal. 1 0 3 commercial a r t studio in Chicago'
regard to the desirability of an impartial investigation may
ness. Exceptional at $10,006.
focals retard my reloading.
Keith Richards, 98.13; W arren Co - and
became associated with
the financial arrangement and pur- i were 85 out for the first Junior
result in a virtually unanimous verdict in the end.—Christian
well, 98.6; “Donut” Whitehouse
deparWnent of j Walter i
Where, oh where, are the duck chasing committee and become a High call and one begins to, wonder
Science Monitor.
APARTMENTS - HOME
__ i hunters who have "griped" a t the part owner in a chance you'll nev where they are all going to play. A Fine location with best of neigh
9 7 .1 1 a n d Bob Monroe. 96.14. Wa y ,
& Co., advertising i
Heal has high single 139 and Mel agency, in New York.
new gym or two would seem to be
ER seasons dates:—who have "belly- er get again.
bor*. IMMACULATE inside so.
out. Near beach. Rentals pa
vin Leach high total 329 In the
ached” over the poachers and the
And when the day comes for the in order. There were 44 from
The works of Mr. Carter have 9
all costs. Your apartment FRFF
A U C T IO N SALE
Independent League
(rightfully been displayed in one-man shows 9
promises from Ducks unlimited dedication of this long desired pos Junior High and 41 from South ’ $15,900.
named> the Atoms set the Braves at the Ferargil Gallery In New 9
and our Fish and Wildlife service session of the sportsmen of this School in this huge group.
ANOTHER SALE AT THE AUCTION HOUSE
back a few paces by taking four York during the Spring of 1951 as 9
The girl's team is hard at work
I th at there were plenty of ducks, j county, I shall ask the assembly to
MOTEL
ROUTE 3 - BELMONT
o f the five points. Izzle Prince led well as in St. Petersburg Fla . Yar- 5
j Must I remain alone on a day please consider my fond memory o f ’ getting ready for their Nov. 18 Operates at near capacity vl
of
opener
a
t
Rockport
which
will
be
; like this, to be called a liar when i a slight, white haired and benevo-;
. ° ’ er 50. Coffee shop. Excellently
mouthport. Massachusetts and Bar 9
Two excellent studio couches, oil or coal end heater, 4-poster
tomorrow’s clear weather sees them lent little lady. Miss Elizabeth W. I Knox County’s earliest court action. - maintained. Furnished in good
Harbor, Maine.
4 beds, occasional chairs, living-room furniture, mahogany high
taste.
Most
important.
It
GUNS REPAIRED
1
all gone and today just the happy Fisher, who chose to call th a t beau They are under the direction of
MAKES MONEY.
M o d e r n . O b s o le t e
boy, pine drop-leaf table and chest, marble top bureau, new
Miss
H
arriet
McKlerly,
Albion’s
A father no sooner gets his g
tiful location the Beaver C am p,!
9 memory of a single hunter.
See our ad in New York
4-burner gas stove, new 2 unit Emerson portable milker, new 2 s Five more shells and two more i
GUN PARTS
daughter off his hand* than he is
and I shall make a motion that gift to the teaching and coaching
Modern. Obsolete
Sunday Times.
tires, tools, hardware, paint, sheets, pillow cases, towels, rugs.
expected to help her husband to
2' shots in almost any direction and we respect her long association profession. She has a squad of 35
SHOTGUNS, RIFLES,
his feet.
2 I have the limit and a good reason with it, and name it the Beaver out, with old pros Josie Soboleskie. jLtat your property with us and
22 rifle, high powered rifle, hundreds of other items.
2! to contract pneumonia.
Lodge of the Knox Oounty Fish and this year’s captain, Dolores Oallano,
REVOLVERS
get action :
PLENTY OF SEATS — HEAT AND CATERER
N ew , U sed
2 I pick up my ducks. Four Canad- Game Association. A cognomen not and Janice Hutchinson forming the
T u e s d a y N ig h t, O c t. 28 a t 7 .3 0 P. M . 2 lan Red Legs and a good eight out of place for what can be accom nucleus of what could be a pretty
57 High St.
ARTESIAN WELLS
Rifle and Shotgun Shells
A pounds of meat.
M o d e r n , F o r e ig n . O b s o le t e
plished there by following the fair team.
P hone 2 6 5 1
L E W IS H E R B E R T A SON
The
athlete
of
the
Fall
thus
far
g Those never satisfied souls of the k n o w n a t t r ib u t e s o f the b e a v e r .
S. C. E N G L IS H -B elfast
H o w e Fur C o .
has been Leslie Smallwood who has
n a n j n a S IN C E U U
hunting and fishing fraternity who'
W hitehall realty co.
kr.M-4
People who prefer their meet rare come in first in every cross country
always find something to kick about
C O O P E R ’S M IL L S,
Auctioneer and Sales Manager
C A M O F N • M A IN E
»tf
meet
to
date
and
should
finish
well
i
have sure missed out here a t a should be satisfied these days
d=n
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FOR OLD ARE GOING UP
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FROM MEMORY'S REALM

Casper Ciaravino, superintendent
for grammar schools, passed out ci Another_c_andidate NEW
TALK O F TH E T O W N
gars on Main street Friday noon.
He and Mrs. Ciaravino are the Grossman Wants To Fill the
proud parents of a son bom th at i
School Board Vacancy
Rockland Lodge of Elks will have morning. According to Casper they
Decline O f S h ip b u ild in g A s Told By the
C om ing Events
its next regular business meeting were still arguing about the name
Attorney A Alan Grossman has
(Social and community events a t the Elks Home Tuesday at 8 p.
taken out nomination papers for
Late " J o h n n y " W a rd w e ll
are solicited for this calendar. All m. A New England boiled dinner of the child, but all are doing well,
election to membership on the
including a two year old sister
are free and space here cannot be
school board. Obtained from the
purchased.
Strictly commercial will precede the meeting, at 6.30
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can p. m„ according to Carl (Stilphen,
office of City Clerk Gerald U.
(B y Frank A. W in slo w )
The
Maine
Real
Estate
Associa
not be accepted. The decision of exalted ruler of the lodge. Progress
Margeson on Friday the papers will
tion
will
hold
its
meeting
Oct.
28
the editor is final.]
(Second
Installment)
models of two, three, four, five and
on the Second Annual Elks Frolic,
be filed after the required number
Oct. 26—ftTA rC. Old Timers’ As to be held at the Community Build at the Penobscot Valley Country I of signatures have been obtained
Mr. Wardwell built every flight six masted schooners, but he has
Club, (six miles from Bangor on
sociation
Reunion, Penobscot
by Grossman.
ing on Wednesday evening, con
of stairs in “Norumbega.’’ Mr. laid down the models for a fourView Orange Hall, Glen Cove
Route 2.) The day’s program will
masted barkentine, barks, towboats,
Oct. 28—Rockland Garden Club, tinues. Arrangements have been include speakers, luncheon, business
Wardwell helped build another fa
all-day session, a t the home of made with radio station WRKD lor
porgy steamers
and passenger
meeting
and
election
of
officers,
Lions A t C am den
mous mansion—the home of the steamers. Included in the last
Mrs. Francis E. Pearson, 750 a short "preview" of the program,
and social activities including cards,
Main street.
late ex-mayor Hanson of Belfast, named list were the steamers. MonOct. 29—Second
Annual Elks to be broadcast at 5.15 p. m., Wed golf, dancing and dinner. Among
since destroyed by fire.
hegan. May Archer and Islesboro.
nesday.
Curtis
Payson
the
Guest
Frolic; Community Building.
the speakers will be Deputy Attor
House joinering of this calibre
Oct. SO—Agricultural Trade Show
He has built and launched 80
Speaker—
Tag
Day
Next
ney James F. Frost on "Real Estate
was all very interesting, but Mr.
in Camden’s new gymnasium
Knox-Lincoln Past Grands and
Jcraft, and designed upward of 100,
Week
in Attorney General's Department.”
Nov. 3—Junior and Senior High
Wardwell was brought up in a nau| including one craft which was built
School P.T.A. meeting at the P ast Noble Grands Association will I and Jerome Knowles, Regional
' tical atmosphere and he had rather
A varied program was served to
High Sohool
auditorium a t meet at Waldoboro W ednesday,! Vice President of Broker's Insti
in Mobile. Vessels built for Stetson
build
ships.
So
in
1889
he
gathered
7.30 p. m.
the Camden-Rockport Lions Club
Oct. 29. Visiting members take
(of
Bangor and Pendleton of Isles
tute of NAREB whose subject will
up his kit and went back to the
November 6—Methodist Church sweets.
along with a delicious dinner at
boro found their conception in his
Fair in the church vestry.
be "Brokerage Problems and Com
Camden
Shipyard
where
he
built
Tuesday's meeting. Leon Crockett
j fertile brain.
Nev. 7—60th Anniversary of Ru
parative
Real
Estate
V alues;
more than a score of vessels, rang
and Bob Laite were co-chairmen;
Rockland police are on the look
binstein Club, Guest Night at
!
One of his notable designs was
Throughout the State.” The Ban
ing from a modest three master to
Farnsworth Museum, 8 p. m.
and music featured by Bob Bridges
o u t for an 85 year old resident of
the gigantic six-master. George W. the fishing schooner built at New
Nov. 8—Public Concert at Com Orono, wanted on a charge of hit- gor Board of Realtors will be host, and Stan Walsh was in order di
munity Building by the Plain
with President Roland E. Lancas
Wells, whose launching in 1900 castle for O’Hara Brothers of Bos
rectly after dinner.
<
and-run driving, after he failed to
ville. Conr , School Band.
ter M C. Brokers and salesmen
turned the eyes of the maritime ton. This schooner is 137 feet long
Curtis Payson, a Rockland Lion
Nov. 10—Armistice Eve Ball at Le appear in court Thursday morning.
and has made some remarkable
throughout the State are invited,
world to Camden.
gion Hon_e.
from Union, gave us a very inter
The man, Nathan Ring, failed to
trips.
full details being available by con esting history of county government
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Mr
Wardwell’s
connection
with
Nov. 12—League of Women Voters answer a summons issued after a tacting the Bangor Board of Real
Mr. O'Hara came to Rockland one
the
Wells
was
confined
to
designing
especially Knox County. Following
meets with Mrs. H. B. Bird, car driven by him struck another tors through Mr. Lancaster.
day this Summer with a group of
that
craft
and
timbering
her
out.
230 p. m.
ear, parked on Main street. Wed- '
this, Roger Pendleton of Orono,
I
He came in the Rockland shipyard Boston friends and catching sight
Nov. 12-13—Eliza Steele Days.
nesday night. Patrolm an George
showed some very interesting col
Nov. 13—Emblem Club Fair at
Congregational Circle supper next
of Cobb, Butler and Co., before she of Mr. Wardwell said: "Boys I want
Ackley
reported
th
a
t>
Ring’
s
car
ored
slides
of
Okinawa
as
it
is
to
Thorndike Hotel 6.10 p. m.
Wednesday night has these house
was completed, and has always re you to meet the man who designed
day. He has just returned from a
Nov. 17—Community Concert at was proceeding against one-waygretted th a t his ideas were not the Lark." The manner in which
Community Building. Alec Tem traffic on Main street when the keepers Mrs. Donald Leach, Mrs. year’s service on that war-riddled
Ernest Edwards, co-chairmen; Mrs.
carried out more nearly to the let it was said spoke volumes.
pleton, pianist, guest artist.
accident occurred, and th at the d ri
island.
Nov. 18—League of Women Voters
ter.
Louis Pickett, Mrs. Everett Spear,
I t was at Mr. O’H ara’s suggestion
meets with Mrs Arthur Jordan. ver failed to stop. He was appre Mrs. E. J. Hellier, Miss R uth Peter- i It was announced that Tag Day,
The George W. Wells, measured that Mr. Wardwell made the design
hended
on
Park
street
shortly
after
sponsored
by
the
Lions
for
the
ben
230 p. m.
son, Mrs. George Sleeper, Mrs. Da
342 feet all over, (from the after for a cup defender. He has never
Nov .19—Unlversalist Church Fair. th e crash.
efit of the YMCA, would be next
vid Beach. Mrs. Edward Mayo, Mrs.
side of the taffrail to the forward been accused of boastfulness but
Noy. 19—League of Women Voters
week, th a t date to be set by Chair
meets with Mrs. E. Carl Moran
side of tne knighthead) being 301 li every now and then he casts a crit
Richard Ames, of 30 South street, Guy Nicholas, Mrs. Howard Proc- , man Herb McCoole.
10 a. m
feet on the keel, and 46 feet beam ical eye over that model and de
is the first Rockland hunter to re tor, Mrs. Leforest Thurston, M rs.: It was voted to cooperate with
Nov. 27—Thanksgiving Day
These graceful and decorative new lamp posts and street ligh ts are and drawing about 25 feet of water. clared with much positiveness. “I
Dec. 4—St. Peter's Auxiliary Fair in po rt to The Courier-Gazette the June Champlin. Mrs. Earl Suke- i the Chamber of Commerce “to get
now being stalled in the North part of town by Central Maine Company.
The Wells was built for Capt. think I can beat the Bluenose if
the Undercroft.
bagging of a deer for this season. forth, Mrs. Percy Foley, Mrs. Har
Dec. 9—League of Women Voters The nimrod found his victim at old Greene, Miss Hilma Bradstreet, out the vote." Frank Leonard, Wal
Something new is being added to part of the city, are arranged in John G. Crowley, after Mr. Bean they will let me rig her as I want
ter
Wadsworth
and
Bob
Laite
were
meets with Miss Madeline PhilM attaseunk Lake, near East Mil Mrs. Helmi Ranta, Mrs. Leroy Ben- I appointed to direct the Lion's share our city streets. As reported by such m anner that the light em an  had constructed, the five masted to."
brick, 730 p. m.
ner, Mrs. Carl Nelson, Mrs. Charles
The Courier-Gazette on Oct. 2, a ating from the lamps cover the schooner John B. Prescott, which
Dec. 12—Travel lecture by William linocket, on Wednesday.
Mr. Wardwell has seen many
in this endeavor.
by the way, was launched in a tem fluctuations in the shipbuilding
Harris at the High School AudiRose, Mrs. Edward Scarlott, Mrs.
The Camden-Rockport Lions will number of new street lights are area between each and its neigh
torim.
BORN
bor w ithout wasteful overlapping. perature of 14 degrees below zero. industry with wages ranging from
Ernest Keywood, Mrs. Edwin Web
sponsor a Halloween party for being installed by C entral Maine
Dtc. 14—The Rt. Rev. Oliver L.
Linscott—At Knox Hospital, Oct. ber, Mrs. Walter Morse, Mrs Le
The post and lamp picture here, Capt. Crowley had the Prescott a trifle over a dollar a day. Just
Power Company on sections of
Loring will visit St Peter's Parish
High
School
youngsters
at
the
“Y"
22. to Mr. and Mrs. Loy Linscott, a land Drinkwater.
positioned a t the intersection of built according to his own ideas, prior to one of the depressions and
Main
and
Camden
streets.
Dec. 25—C hristm as Day.
featuring dancing and refreshments
March 3—Community Concert at daughter.
Erected on graceful, but sturdy Main and Willow streets, h as a and was quick to acknowledge that shortly after his marriage, he had
Ciaravino — At Knox Hospital,
'Continued on Page SIX'
Camden Opera House, Carol
! aluminum alloy posts, the modern height of 25 feet, and th e arm some mistakes had been made.
Cottage prayer meetings will be ;
Oct.
24.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Casper
bought into a new schooner. When
Glenn, violinist, guest artist.
So, when the New England ship the crash came he found himself
a son.
! lights, having 6.000 rumens down- carrying light and globe extends six
held next week in various homes I
April 30—Community Concert at Ciaravino,
B artlett — At Gouid Maternity in Rockland in connection with the
owners began th a t feverish race for again an employee, supporting a
M u n ic ip a l C o urt 1town and 4,000 lumens in the outer feet from the upright.
Community Building, De Paur Home.
So. Hope. Oct, 22, to Mr and
Infantry Chorus.
the supremacy of the sea, they gave family on $175 a day.
Mrs Earl B artlett of Rockland, a evangelistic crusade at the First j Recorder Alfred Strout fined
Baptist Church under the lead er-1Captain Michael J- LaMantia, Air
by 3 o’clock, six parties had driven designer Wardwell a free hand, or
daughter—Lois Anne.
Similar fluctuations have been
Mr. and Mrs. Almond Pierpont
C lim b 66 Steps
ship of Rev. "Tai" McNutt. Each Force, stationed at Dow Field, $10
up for a look at the view. A nd this as Mr. Wardwell expresses it, “He experienced in the cost of ship
and Cora H araden were in Stoning
M A R R IE D
gave me my head and let me go to building materials.
day at 2.30 there will be meetings I on a charge of speeding through
was late in the season.
ton Wednesday to attend the fu
Kokes-Young—At Camden. Oot.
It.”
in the north end, in the central j Thomaston Oct. 18.
But
View
From
Tower
On
“I can remember,” said Mr
21.
Horace
Burton
Rokes
and
Mrs.
neral of Mrs. Pierpont’s grand
The lookout stations, to be ef
Mr. Wardwell was only three or Wardwell, "when we bought hard
State Trooper Harold Mitehell,
Goff Young, both of Cam section, and in the south end as
Lookout Mountain. Jeffer fective in fire spotting. are four
mother, Mrs. Grace Theo Jenkins. Grace
days in making the model and pine for $40. a thousand. It has
den—by Rev. M. H. Dorr, Jr..
follows: Monday with Miss Blanche who was the complainant in this
son Is Worth It
sprinkled throughout the stace be drawings from which the George
Knight-Hannan—At Union. Oct Sylvester, 62 W arren street, Mrs. J.
since gone up to $80. Oak has also
case,
reported
th
at
LaMantia's
car
Col. William Fox, ’ Provincial 11, Charles S Knight of Camden
tween 20 and 30 miles apart. Only W. Wells was constructed.
“Ed—do you see anything about
Charles MacDonald, 70 Beech street left Route One and overturned in
doubled, tree-nails have more than
Commander for all of The Salva an d Thelma Hannan of Union and
about 15 of them are also w eather
He thought she would make 12 doubled. When the industry was in
and Mrs. Olive Blackman, 25 Suf Thomaston, causing damage esti 122 degrees—black smoke—almost
Camden—by
Rev.
John
H.
Baxter
tion Army activities in the New
stations, and this includes Lookout knots in a good, wholesale breeze,
Smith-Smith—A! Crown Point, folk street; Tuesday with Mrs. mated a t 1600 to the vehicle.
1 at Thomaston Cement plant? Ay- Mountain. Hathaway said he used and it was afterwards claimed that its prime a few years ago, it cost
England States, will visit Rockland Indiana, Oct. 4. Earle B. Smith.
Corris Randall, 38 N. Main street,
four times as much to build a ves
for a special service Saturday Jr., of Maywood. 111 . (formerly of
A Dodge pickup truck, operated ; uh. All gone now. T h a t’s what I to report direct to Logan In te rn a  she made 15. She carried 5,000 tons sel as it did under normal condi
Mrs.
Doris
Ames,
84
Rankin
street,
Rockland'
and
Marilyn
Kirober
night at 8. The service will be
by Bernard Richards, Fish street, thought. Did you get th a t one this tional Airport, but now calls his of coal, the largest cargo that any tions.
held at The Salvation Army Head Smith of Marquette. Mich.—by- and Mrs. Marion Lindsey, 23 Wa
Rev. H. T. Minas.
Ay-uh.
Kids
with weather report to Augusta. H e says, wooden vessel afloat was then cap
Thomaston,
and a Plymouth Sedan, ! morning?
ter street,; Wednesday with Mrs.
“W hat do you consider the best
quarters, 477 Main street, Rockland.
for him, the weather reporting and able of handling.
vessel you ever built?" Mr. WardCaroline
Mitchell,
57
Pacific driven by Richard Sukeforth, 41 matches . . ."
Col. Fox has served as commander
DIED
study is the most interesting part
The Wells had a spectacular car well was asked. "The four-masted
Warren street, collided at the In 1 So went the Jefferson part of a
of The Salvation Army in New
Black—At Waldoboro, Oct. 22. street and at the church in con
of his duties. He must check wind eer, albeit an abbreviated one. She
telephone
conversation
between
two
tersection
of
Park
and
Broadway
schooner Jacob M. Haskell,” was
nection
with
the
Woman’s
Associa
Mrs.
Lenora
A.
Black,
ate
50
years.
England since 1948, before which he
velocity—this in the woods ra th e r went ashore a t Hatteras, so far
the unhesitating reply. The Haskell
held Important executive positions Funeral Saturday. 2 p. m. from tion meeting; Thursday with Mrs. early Friday. Damage to the truck fire wardens posted a t lookout sta than in the open like Augusta A ir
from land th a t the lifelines could ran coal from Norfolk to northern
residence, Rev. Philip Palmer offi- Helen Pinkham, 48 Gay street, Mrs. was estimated by the Rockland po tions about 15 miles apart. The
in Detroit, Michigan and Atlanta. -’ia.ting.
port—and moisture content, in or not be shot to her. Her commander,
Interm ent in Shuman i
ports and was considered the best
Louise Ingraham, 25 Lindsey street, lice to be about $75, to the sedan first smoke mentioned was a train.
Georgia. The visit will mark the Cemetery.
der to determine fire danger in the Capt. Joseph York, was a skilled
The
second
was
a
fire
a
t
Winslow’
s
as
$200.
There
was
no
personal
in
all around coaster on the Atlantic
Davis— At Union. Oct 19, Melissa and Mrs. Ansel Wooster, 34 Holmes
first time a Provincial Commander
woods.
mariner and a man of ingenious side.
,
Mills started in the morning and
has visited Rockland in the past G. Davis, widow of Wellington Da street and Friday with Mrs. Nellie jury.
Hathaway also pointed o u t th a t ideas. The lives of 12 men were de
• » • *
vis of Waldoboro, age 76.
actually due to children playing
15 years. Col. Pox is an interesting ♦ Orne—At Friendship. Oct. 24. Magune, 186 N. Main street, Miss
after having a complicated set-up pendent upon him so he set about
The
first
meeting,
one
in
a
se
The
Rockland
w aterfront * today
with matches.
and forceful speaker. The public Austin A. Orne. age 68 years. 5 Charlotte Cook, 16 Summer street
of fancy barometers and o th er gad to see what m eans could be devised is typical of the great depression
ries of three, of the Boy Scout Com
Checking the w eather, Chester
is invited to come and hear the months. 25 days. Funeral Monday. and Miss Alice McIntosh, 6 Holmes
mittee sponsored by St. Bernard’s Hathaway, at Lookout Mountain, gets, the system now used is sim p for the crew's rescue.
in the shipbuilding industry, for
1 p. m. from Advent Church. street.
Colonel.
Friendship.
Interm ent in Doe
Emptying a water cask he there is not a yard in active opera
Church to form a Cub Pack was found the lowest fuel moisture test ly a set of three bass-wood sticks.
Cemetery. Friendship.
held last night a t the Hotel Rock this month with the danger of fire Tnese sticks are spread out o n wire bunged it tightly, made a line fast tion for that purpose alone. Mr.
Don’t jay-walk.
Cross busyIN MEMORIAM
Cross—At Thomaston. Oct. 21.
over the ground and absorb the
In memorv of Nettie A. Elwell land. Robert Gregory exhibited all rising. He said he m ight be needed moisture of the air. T hey are around it, and set it adrift when Wardwell can remember when
streets only on cross-walks for George E Cross, age 77 years. F u 
the tide was coming in. I t reached there were 12 in full swing a t one
the
necessary
articles
for
a
Cub
at the lookout station another
your own safety. Don’t be a jay  neral services Saturday afternoon, who passed away Oct. 25, 1949
weighed to determine fuel m oisture. shore and was hauled back to the time; can remember, also, how lo
2 o ’clock at Russell Funeral Home.
■'Stilled are her happy songs.
Pack
Scout
to
have
and
Lee
Warmonth,
although
heavy
rains
could
walker.
129*132 Interm ent in Village Cemetery.
Her busv hands at rest.
ren of Augusta showed slides and shorten his estimate. Fallen leaves They are so sensitive that they even ship after the Coast Guard had cal maritime circles used to glow
But forever she lives in hearts
Thomaston.
bent a line onto it. With this line with pride when they considered
explained each step of a Cub Pack and the hunting season add to the show an approaching storm.
Aylward—At Rockland. Oct. 23.
Who knew her at her best."
The annual public Harvest Sup
There have been more fires this iastened to the rigging the breech the achievements of the famous
Her
daughter,
Mrs
Victor
C
Scout.
Both
features
were
very
in
Louie
L.
Aylward
of
5
North
street,
fire danger, he says.
per will be held at the Federated
Summer than usual, with the driest es buoy was soon in operation and clipper ship, "Red Jacket,” built at
age 61 years. Funeral services Sun Grindle and familv.
129*lt teresting. Refreshments were served
The season for tourists atop
Church Thomaston Tuesday 6 p. m. day afternoon, 2 o’clock from R us
July on record, but this is being every man was hauled safely the northend, and which made new
by
the
hotel.
The
second
meeting
i
Lookout
Mountain
is
nearly
at
a
adv.
sell Funeral Home. Interm ent in
counteracted with a very quiet Fall,
CARD OF THANKS
maritim e history in one of its
will
be
held
Oct.
30
at
730
p.
m„
Sea View Cemetery.
I close with only a few more days of at least in this particular section. ashore.
I
wish
to
express
my
deepest
ap
The vessel became a total loss crossings of the Atlantic.
Hart—At Hope. Oct. 20. Mrs Ar
at
Hotel
Rockland.
It
is
necessary
colorful
foliage,
a
picnic
or
two
and
St. Peter’s Trading Post will open
preciation and thanks to my rela
But until all danger is passed, Ches
th u r Hart, age 51 years. 5 months tives. friends and neighbors for for one parent to attend at least
“Why did shipbuilding decline?”
some weiner roasts for the hardy ter H athaw ay and his helper, Tim and all on board might have per
Saturday a t 2 p. m. Miss Margaret one day.
ished but for Capt. York’s quick Was the rather stereotyped ques
their
kind
thoughts,
deeds
and
two of these meetings in order to folk who don't mind a bite in the
Buttomer in charge, adv.
Pellerin — At Warren, Oct. 10,
a black and brown dog, will co n tin  action.
floral tributes during my recent
tion next asked of Mr. Wardwell.
Mr- Isabelle M. Pellerin. age 64 bereavement. Especial thanks to make their boy eligible to become evening air. This cam p site and
ue to spend all day every d ay on
"Six-masters went beyond the
Because the country was over
years.
a
Cub
Scout.
O PS.
cardb oard
s ig n s
now
picnic area is not S tate maintained, Lookout Mountain checking the
Carl Stilphen and the Masons of
a v a ila b le a t T h e C o u r ie r -G a z e t t e
Knox Lodge at South Thomaston.
as most persons are led to believe. weather and scanning the cou n try  limit," said Mr. Wardwell to a Cour stocked with vessels So many
The R.T.&C. Oldtimers will meet
ier-Gazette reporter. "They were steamships were built in war time
129* It
Mrs. Jennie W. Kirk.
office— f o u r f o r 5 0 c e n t s . G e t t h e m
The State cannot m aintain a camp side for fires.
at the Glen Cove Grange Hall Sun
tn th e f r o n t o fflo e .
tf
site where there is no water supply. —Laura Pierce in the K ennebec too long to be built of wood, and th at wooden vessels naturally died
day for a reunion. The hall will be
when loaded w ith coal would be out.
Haskell Hill, as it was formerly Journal.
open shortly after 10 a. m. with a
O ut of the port of Rockland,
come badly strained by overlap
called, is one of the highest points
CLOSED OCT. 20-26
picnic lunch scheduled for 1 p. m. in Lincoln County and on a clear
ping the beds on which they rested alone 288 vessels were sailing at
The R ockland Sm all Anim al
Two things are bad for the h eart
Members are asked to bring food
day one can see the Presidential —running up stairs and ru nning at low tide while discharging their one time. Today there is not a
H ospital,
D r.
Crosby f .
for the lunch.
cargoes. Years ago we would never twentieth of that number; they
Range of the White Mountains 100 down people.
have thought of grounding out a have been replaced by barges and
French, w ill be
miles
away,
and,
in
the
other
direc
CARD OE THANKS
vessel that carried 1,000 tons, but have gone to their last resting place
CLOSED OCT. 20 26
The Jolly Highlanders' 4-H Club tion. the smoke stacks of the Thom
would lighten the cargo. How then in the marine graveyards along the
127-129
wishes to thank the people who aston cement plant.
HOME BARBER SHOP helped our food sale at Burpee F ur
could they expect to be able to Atlantic coast."
B ut th at look at the mountains
niture Store Oct. 11. to be a suc
ground, but a schooner more than
Remember when mother cess.
will cost a climb up 66 steps to the
300 feet long carrying 5,000 tons
used to cut your hair by
top
of
the
tower—UP,
th
a
t
is—and
[
Jan et Lowe, Mabel Foster.
RUSSELL
of coal.
129’ l t many are content to contemplate
inverting a bowl over you
"Now the six-masters are all
R. L. Richards
head
to
guide
her
scissors?
the
nearer
way
of
Damariscotta
F u n e ra l H o m e
gone, with a strong probability that
You dreaded the ordeal be Stop Wishing, Start Looking Lake, with its many little islands,
C A R L M . S T IL P H E N
no others ever will be built. Coal
cause sometimes—Ouch!—
Woman with car, 25 to 45, who a large portion of which may be j
FLOOR
L A D Y A S S IS T A N T
will be carried by steam vessels,
the scissors gave you an desires about $75 in a week. Best seen from the picnic area. Hatha-;
M H O U R AM BULANCE
for the people w ant service, and it
unexpected nip. Moreover, working hours, 5 to 9. No parties way could not estimate the number
or canvassing. Write
S E R V IC E
S A N D IN G
is never certain when a sailing ves
the finished job was not
of visitors Lookout Mountain had
“ Ah, th a t’s it!
Ju st
BOX 41, AUGUSTA, ME.
sel can give it. The consignees have
too flattering. B ut with
PHONE 701
127*129 through the Summer, but Saturday
w h at I n eed — a R u b b e r
to buy coal ahead and pile it up un
SERVICE
• C L A R E M O N T ST R E E T
haircuts costing a quarter
til sailing vessels can take on their
R O C K L A N D , M E.
tsk, tsk—mother had to
S ta m p to sa v e me w r it in g
1 -tf
cargoes. W ith steam vessels closer
save where she could. Re
I a shooting • (u n ity m ono*
My Work Is the Best
so m u c h .’’
j'a jg r a a r a jz jB fa r B r e J Z fZ ja r a r a fZ j',7
| merit, your choice u not
connections can be made.
member?
only fo r your lifetim e, hu t
and
The scope of Mr. Wardwell’s work
T o c a ll u s b r in g s n o t o n ly
lo r grneranoni to come. W e c u t
S om e o f th e handy u s e s
as a vessel designer has been far
he lp you find lu tin g u tn fa c tio n
e x p e r t s e rv ic e b u t t h e s ym *
My
Prices
Are Right
through our w ide (election of Rock
reaching. He has not only made
for

lights
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MEMORY
LANE

of A g o fam ily m onum ent!. Each it
backed by a aigned guarantee tt
fee. yaw bain. or your descendant*.

Chester Brooks
B U R PE E
F u n e ra l H o m e

WARREN
CAMDEN

T E L 98
T E L 2151

K n e x - L I n c o ln - W a ld o C o u n t ie s
S -S -tf

p a t h e t ic

and

counsel o f

a

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 69 YEARS

u n d e r s t a n d in g

f r ie n d

w e ll

During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

DAVIS
FUNERAL
HOME
T h o m a sto n an d
R o c k la n d
6 6 -S -tf

L au n d ry m arking
E n d o rsin g checks

iam E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

TELE. MA-EM-M

Ambulance Service

ls -s -ti

Mf
- w a iz r a i

"T rT r J r T r J r J r J r W r T r T r J r J E J N ? .

D a tin g form s
A n;

S iz e Y ou N e e d
O n ord er at

M ain O ffice-S how room , Thom aston
M anufacturing P la n t, E ast Union

ROCKLAND. MK

Best E q u ip m e n t

R U BBE R STAMPS
R e c e ip tin g bills
N a m e s and a d d r e sse s

PHONE THOMASTON 175

119-11* U X Z B O C K BT.

♦ ♦ ♦♦

The Courier-G azette

MAINE GROWN
BEANS

We Buy All Varieties
Consult Us—

In M a in e
HARDWOOD FLOORS
LAID
2 0 YEARS EXPERIENCE^

H ig h e s t M a r k e t P r ic e s

R. L. RICHARDS

K ennebec

25 F R A N K L IN S T R E E T

Bean C o m p a n y
NORTH VASSALBORO, ME.
128*1291

R O C K L A N D , M A IN E
TEL. R O C K LA N D 9M
1 2 9 -S -tf

u

TENANT’S HARBOR
USE O U R

CLASSIFIED

ADS

INEXPENSIVE— EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* In this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cent*, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cent* each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special notice! AU “blind ads" so called. L e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS— CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
.ALL MUST BE P AID FOR
a* received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

FO R SALE

FO R S A L E

MAN'S W inter Overcoat for sale.
LIVTNG-Room Heater for sale.
Oil burning. Inquire 38 CHEST Grey Topcoat and 2 Suits, in ex
NUT ST.
128-130 cellent condition, all size 37. Man's
, Tuxedo, like new. size 40. Will
FIVE Oil Drums, piped together se!I at {raction o{ co't; also lot of
for sale. $10; also Electric Pump. Ties, 35c each. WM. T. SMITH,
$10; 40 large-sized Blinds. TEL. JR.. 114 Main St.. Thomaston.
Thomaston 130-4.
128-130
128-130
LARGE G.E. Refrigerator excel
For packing shipment* of fragile
lent condition $80. can be financed merchandise, nothing is more prac
at $5 a month, practically new tical than old newspapers Bundles
Maytag Washing Machine. $135; 10 cents and up at The CourierBaby Carriage and misc. House
«2’aw
hold Furnishings. CANDAGE. 194 Gazette
Camden St.
129*131
TO LET
NEW Ivanhoe Pot Burner. $65
Small second-hand Colman Stove
THREE-Room Unfurnished Apt.
with constant level valve $20. CALL
Camden 2329.
129-131 with bath to let. Downstairs In 
quire 38 or 44'GRACE ST. 129*131
BLESSING Trumpet for sale.
Modern 5-room Bungalow to let;
excellent condition, price $70 Can
be seen at O ir LORD'S MUSIC 'j mile from Camden's Main St.
SHOP. 21 Limerock St.
129'lt Exclusive neighborhood. Furnished
or unfurnished. Will install oil. or
CHILD'S three-whee’. Bicycle for gas floor furnace if tenant desires.
s a le ; 1C7 S O U T H M A I N S T
West Appleton 12-6 or write
129*It TEL
to; Box 19, Burkettville, Maine.
BLOND Maple Crib for sale,
129-134
good condition. TEL. 694-R
SINGLE Room to let for the
129*131 Winter to business man or woman.
COCKER Spaniels for sale. Breakfast optional. ROCKHAVEN.
Beautiful buff puppies, whelped Thomaston. Tel. 107
129-lt
Sept 24. Best of breeding, type
TWO-Room
Apartment.
first
and disposition. Will be ready to floor to let. Partly furnished. TEL.
go in three weeks' time. Also Toy 557.
129tf
Manchester Terrier, 2 months.
A FTVE-Room. nicely-furnished
Well-marked, small
All puppies
AKC litter registered BERNICE Home to let. Automatic oil furnace.
conveniences,
garage.
NOWEI L. R T L . 4. Ohio St.. Ban Modern
gor, Me.
129*131 Grand location at 38 Admontem
Ave. $45 per mo. TEL. 796-W im
CHRYSANTHEMUMS in
cut mediately.
129*130
flowers and Potted Plants, bitter
APT to let. upstairs. 4 rms., flush
sweet. gourds and potted par'ley
DEAN'S NURSERY. 325 Old Coun and hot water; 81 CRESCENT ST.
129*131
ty Rd Tel. 348-J
129tf
FURNISHED APTS to let. two
■ ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Trap Stock, largest supply in and three rooms with flush. JOHN
129tf
Maine. INDEPENDENT LOBSTER SON. I l l Pleasant St,
COMPANY. Rockland. Tel. 303.
FURNISHED
Apartments
at
129tf Warren, to let, one wjth three
PLATE Glass Picture Windows, rooms, the other with two rooms
mahogany frames. 62 in. x 40 in. and Call MARION PODKOWA. at
65 in. x 44 in. for sale; also Plate Warren. Tel. 55. days, and 59-11,
128-130
Glass Mahogany Frame Doors. evenings.
Priced for quick sale. SENTER POUR-Room Apt. with bath and
CRANE CO. Tel. 558.
128-130 stove to let. 17 Main St.. Thomas
WHITE Enamel Kitchen Range, ton. Tel. 1051-R, 19 Brewster St.
128*130
with oil burner, grates and linings, MIKE ARMATA.
for sale. TEL. Thomaston 104.
FIVE-Room Apt. to let. Good
128-130 location. Call 181 SO. MAIN ST.
128*130
GLENWOOD
Kitchen
Range
(black) with oil burners installed
FURNISHED Apt of five rooms
(good condition); also Gas Range. and bath to let from Nov. 1 to June
PHONE 722-W after 6 o'clock or 15, 1953. TEL. 240-M or call at
call at 7 Fulton St._______ 128*130 38 Grace St.
127*129
SAVE 1 3, changing heating sys
TWO-Room Heated, furnished
tem. Nearly new. standard make, Apt. to let. TEL. 18.
127-129
oil heater for sale; offered at sub
LARGE Room to let, kitchen
stantial saving. CALL Thomas privileges
if desired; 22 SCHOOL
ton 74.___________________ 128*130 STREET.
127*129
TUXEDO, size 36. for sale. Worn
TWO-Room
furnished,
heated
very little; 114 Chestnut St.. Cam- Apt. to let. TEL. 402, Rockland
oen. TEL. 2341.
128*130
126tf
ATLANTIC End Heater for sale
THREE Furnished Rooms to let,
complete with Lynn oil burner first
floor, with flush; 12 WARREN
grates, linings and autopulse pump
129-131
TEL 704.
128*130 ST.
POUR-Room House, with bath,
to let; $7.50 per week, adults only;
72 Crescent St. CALL 1288-W days.
Hill. Camden.
After
6, 291-W.
124tf
3-4177.
POUR-Room Upstairs heated Apt.
with bath, to let, cor. Pleasant and
Kelvinator Elec. Range for sale; Union St. Inquire 30 Oak St. TEL.
also white Kitchen Range E
372-W.
119tf
PTERCE. Tel. Camden 2705
FURNISHED and Unfum. Apts,
tween 4 and 7 p. m.
12
to let. Central and No. End loca
tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. 119tf
TO -Let in October: 5-room Apt.
Ave. or Tel. 1096-J
and bath. TEL. 1466
UStf
SANDING Machine and Polisher
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer.
sonic St. PHONE 610.
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
OO. 440 Main St
ltf
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts
ALD CRIE, 6 Beacon St.
to let on Willow St. TEL. 939 or
1219.
lOltf
656-W.
HEALED and unheated furnished
Apts, to let. V. F STUDLEY, 77
Machine for sale. Used one year Park St Tels. 8060 or 1234
ltf
good condition; also boy's Junior
Bike, complete.
Call 46 ME
CHANIC ST.. Camden, after 6 p. m
M IS C E L L A N E O U S

G u ns, R ifles,
A m m u n itio n
E A SY

TERM S

A s L ow A s $5.00 p e r m o n t h

BITLER CAR & HOME
SUPPLY
470

M A IN

reasonable.

ST.
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ROCKLAND
128 -1 3 5

TEL. 1580-M.

127*129
1950 WILLYS Station Wagon
for sale, excellent condition, puncture and blowout-proof tires TEI
Camden 8816
127*12!
Boats on display for immediate de
livery. Evlnrude motors. W. D.
HEALD. 34 Elm St., Camden.
SAVE money in comfort, with
the Burrowes Rustless Aluminum
combination Storm Windows and
screens, reasonably priced. Your
old storm windows taken in trade
E . T . LONG. Factory Representa
tive, 11J Camden St. Phone 1503
119tf
THE Diner and By-Way Bakery
for sale, together or separately
An excellent business opportunity
See OWNERS at The Diner or The
C h e e c h a k o , Damariscotta, Me
u e tf

S IN G E R S e w in g M fg. Oo. S a le s
B ervlce and R e p a ir W r ite o r C all
M
W a ter B t , A u g u st* . T B L . 3-/70.
M tt

SEWING Machines cleaned, reconditioned and electrified. THE
FIX-IT SHOP, 138 Camden St.
Tel. 1091-W.
129-131
BICYCLES. Tricycles, bought,
sold, repaired, painted like new.
Tires, Tubes, Parts. Baby Carriage
Tires replaced. RAYE'S CRAFT
SHOP.
120*8-141
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Send five questions, $1.00 stamped
envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett,
Mass. Full page reading enclosed,
e - e m s t r e o lv
183-B-t.f
PIANO Tuning. $4; Typewriter
repairing, reasonable. TEL Rock
land 323-R
128*130
INSTRUCTION
PRACTICAL NURSING
Train quickly a t home. Excel
lent pay. Many earn while learning.
Information
FREE
WAYNE
SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURS
ING. % H ie Courier-Gazette,
Rockland .
127*129
INSTRUCTION.
Male
Auto
Body Repair Training with Weld
ing. Metal Work. Auto-Engtne
Tune-up prepares .vou for big pay,
essential field. Learn in spare
time now. Write for Free book
AUTO-CRAFTS TRAINING. %
The Courier-Gazette. Rocklar.d
127*129
SECOND-Hand Furniture bought
and sold. Tel. 1374-W. C W
SEWALL.
107tf
MEN'S. Women's and Children's
Shoes sold at factory price a t JOE'S
SHOE STORE. 63 Cedar St. Open
dally. Inc. Sunday, until 9 p . m .,
except T h u n , close a t ( o 'c lo c k .

M-tf

A surprise stork shower was giv
en to Olivia Francz, Monday night
at the Community Room by her
4-H girls, "The Ten Little Indians"
who got together enough money to
get her a beautiful baby basket with
yellow lining and pad, also a pink
and white blanket. They decorated
the room in pink and blue with tiny
bows on each of the chairs which
formed a circle in the middle of the
room where the Senior and Junior
4-H group sat.
Between the two groups there
were made
sandwiches, cookies
and cake. The shower cake was
made by Mrs. Mary Singer and de
corated in pink and blue. Coffee,
punch and ice cream was served.
Mrs. Francz received many nice
gifts.
Those attending
were, Adelle
Singer, Lillian Nelson. Ruth Simp
son, Judy Missl, Shirley Swanson,
Mary Singer, Barbara Jarrett, R a
mona Lewis, Addle Erickson, Hlldred Simpson, Mother Bryant, Di
ana Salmi, Catherine Daniels, M.
D. Gile, Maude Patterson, Anne
Watts, Doris Patterson, Marjorie
Cook, Rosalie Kelio, Phyllis Ekberg, Bethel Gile, Margaret Cant,
Mabel Wilson, Eleanor Tyler. Elaine
Singer, Irene Eaton, Jeannie Cook,
Pat Smith, Sandra Rogers, Doris
Match, Phyllis Wall, Ellen Salmi,
Ginnie Bryant, Lempl Salmi, Em
mie Cook, Quen Cook, Alice Dan
iels, Alta Huntley and Carolyn
Smith. Those unable to attend but
sent gifts were Norma Lowell and
Gladys Mills.

W ANTED
DINING Room Hostess wanted.
Must be neat appearing, some
knowledge of waitress work. Apply
THORNDIKE HOTEL
129tf
WANTED
Did you know that ENDIOOTTJOHNSON’s is a good place to
work?
Excellent working conditions,
considerate management.
Paid
vacations, retirement, hospitaliza
tion. medical and surgical benefits.
Opportunity
for
advancement.
Training to fit you for a store man
ager.
ENDICOTT-JOHNSON RETAIL
STORE, 346 Main St . Rockland.
M e. is now taking applications for
sales people.
128-130
PLATES. Cups. Saucers and
Dishes wanted, for use in small
restaurant.
PRISCILLA'S. Win
slow's Mills. Tel. Waldoboro 202-3.
127*129

- W ANTED EXPERIENCED
BOOKKEEPER

Capable of taking charge of
full set of books. Good salary.
Apply in own handwriting,
stating education and experi
ence.

W rite H. C.
% C ourier-G azette
127-129
INTERESTED in open Franklin
Stove
Contact DAVID RUBEN
STEIN. 526 Main St. Tel. 1285.
127tf

SHORTHAND
S n e e d w r ifin V
You CAN at the Rockland School
of Commerce—Others Have—Now
It’s Your Chance to Get This Skill
That Will Bring You MORE PAY.
Tel. 148 for Details
245 Main S t
NEW CLASSES START NOV. 2

128-133
ELDERLY Ladles wanted for
room and board Inquire 57 MEGUNTICOOK ST., Camden.
126*132
OIL Burners wanted to clean.
Price $3. FIX -IT SHOP. 138 Cam
den St Tel. 1091-W.
125tf
MAN wanted to work on Poultry
Farm. Steady Job. L. B. ROKES,
Cobb Rd.. Camden, Me.
123tf

EDGING TOWARD THE GOP

W ARREN

A . P. S u rve y A lm o s t O n Eve O f E le ction

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49

Reveals C o n s e rv a tiv e Estimates

Mrs. Jam es Kinney, and Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Weaver have com
pleted plans for a Halloween cos
tume party to be held by the Club.
Wednesday night, at Old Stone.
West Warren. Costume prizes will
be awarded.
C hildren of the Congregational
Sunday School are invited to a
Halloween party at the Congrega
tional Chapel. Friday night next
week from 6 to 8 p. m., sponsored
by th e Dorcas Circle of Kings
D aughters, the Sunday school
teachers In charge of games and
stunts. Awards for the best cos
tum es will be made.
Fourteen members of Mystery
Circle m et for supper Wednesday
night
a t Priscilla's. Winslow's
Mills.
A business meeting was
held a fter supper, at the hom e of
Mrs. George Gray, on retu rn to
W arren. Plans were made for the
next meeting to be held Nov. 4.
with Mrs. P. D. Starrett. The 14
who enjoyed the outing Wednesday
were: Miss Bertha Teague. Mrs.
M aurice Hahn. Miss Doris Hyler,
Mrs. A rthur L. Perry, Mrs. P. D.
S tarrett. Mrs. George Gray. Mrs.
George Stevens, Mrs. Dyson Jam e
son, Mrs. Earle Moore Sr.. Mrs.
Corinne Perkins, and Mrs. Ed/win
Gammon, Mrs Minerva M arshall,
Mrs. Fred Starrett. and Mrs. May
nard Leach.

V IN A L H A V E N
MRS. EDWIN MADDOX
Correspondent
Telephone 137

Captain and Mrs. Job Cunning
The sewing circle of Ivy Chap
ham of Bear Point, Nova Scotia,
ter. O.ES. will m eet Tuesday aft
ernoon with Mrs. Jessie Walker.
and formerly of Vinalhaven and
Four of the five pivotal Middle th a t Stevenson is being injured by
Rockland are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Meeting date of the Girl Scout
Atlantic States—Pennsylvania, New ties w ith Truman.
Roy Nickerson. Captain Cunning
Troop has been changed from Fri
Jersey, Maryland and Deleware— I Even with
Eisenhower rated
ham brought the yacht “Independ
day after school to Saturday after
now are regarded by editors and ahead in all the Middle A tlantic
ence," owned by John Kiuitz of
noon at 1 p. m„ effective this week.
political writers as edging a bit States, the region still is a m ajor
Albany, N. Y.. from Shelburne, N.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Benjam
in
L.
Da
more toward the GOP than they battle ground. Eoth Stevenson and
S„ to Rockland. He is now 81 years
Eisenhower plan to hit hard In New vis, and Mrs. F ran k Davis visited
were six weeks ago.
1old and during World War II was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Davis
in
In the fifth—New York, with 45 York and Pennsylvania as the cam 
cited as being the oldest active cap
electoral votes—the consensus of paign runs Its course. Heavy cam  Waterville, Tuesday.
tain in New England.
Guests of Mrs. Maynard Leach
newsmen participating in an As paigning in the home stretch still
‘
Mrs. Thorof Peterson and chil
Tuesffay
at
dinner
were
Mrs.
Vasociated Press survey Is that the might sway voters to one m an or
dren, Ira, Ronnie and Kathie
race has tightened since Labor Day. the other, particularly those w’ho gelia Gray, Mrs. Lee Lord, Mrs.
spent the school holidays as guests
Their combined opinion is that make up their minds at the last Kenneth Boober an d Mrs. C. E.
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Osgood at
Williams of North Penobscot.
Democratic Presidential Nominee minute.
Curtis Island light.
Recent callers on Mrs. Fannie
Stevenson has closed some of the { In the last four Presidential elec
The following group of friends
gap but that Republican Eisenhow tions, all five Middle Atlantic states Brown were Mrs. F rank Bryant,
were guests a t the Robins Nest on
er still has a fairly comfortable followed consistent voting pattern. Mrs. Iva Gaddis, Mrs. Elaine Maker
on Wednesday. Mrs. Verne Young,
They were on the winning side with of East Machias. Callers on Mrs.
margin.
Mrs. Josephine MacDonald, Mrs.
Bunched together in the five the Democrats In 1936, 1940 and Brown last Sunday were her grand
niece
Mrs.
Ethel
Geel
and
her
son.
Margaret Roscoe, Mrs. Mae Lawry,
1944,
then
supported
the
losing
R
e
States are 105 electoral votes and
Austin, the latter returned recently
Mrs. Rena Johnson and Mrs Lo
a rich political prize—two fifths of publican ticket in 1948.
from Duty in Korea.
ttie
Hassen.
the 266 votes required to clinch the
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Thomas of
Mrs. Annie Geary was a Rock
presidential election Nov. 4.
HOPE
Marshfield, Mass. were callers
land visitor on Wednesday.
Mrs. Arthur Hart
The combined view of newsmen
Monday at the home of Mr and
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Drew, Mrs.
taking part in this second survey— The community of Hope was
Mrs. Elmer E. W atts.
Ada Creed and John Stardahl have
the first was made some six weeks shocked and saddened by the sud
Mr and Mrs. H illiard Spear and i
returned from a motor trip into the
ago—is that all those 105 votes den death of Mrs. A rthur H art daughters. Cjti thia and Nancy were!
south, staying a t Williamsburg, Va„
still would line up for Eisenhower which occurred Monday night at
Mrs.
Isabelle
M.
Pellerin
Sunday guests of her parents. Mr
for a few days and visiting many
if the election were held today. New the Hope Corner School where she
and Mrs. A. D. Brewer in Stock-I Rev. Bruce Cummings conducted points of interest there. Postmaster
York, Pennsylvania and New Jer had gone to attend a Grange m e e t-,
funeTal
services
Sunday,
Oct.
12
ton Springs
and Mrs. Drew stopped in Boston
sey are considered fairly sure to ing.
The Try-County Button Club has a t the Simmons Funeral Home in to attend the National Postmasters
Mrs. H art was bom in Searsm ont
vote Republican as they see it.
been invited to meet with the Wa this town for the late Mrs. Isa Convention, which was being held
Maryland and Delaware are listed May 19, 1901, the daughter of Abed
terville-Oakland B utton Club. Nov. belle M. Pellerin. wife of Joseph at the Hotel Statler They motored
nearer the doubtful column but B. and S arah Leadbetter Fuller.
1 at the Universalist Church in T. Pellerin, 64. who died the p re home through the White Mountains
At the time of her death. M rs.- Oakland.
bending toward the GOP.
ceding Friday night, Oct. 10.
and report a very beautiful and
Yet many of those participating H art was a member of the S chool‘ Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Norwood
M rs Pellerin had been in poor
most enjoyable holiday.
in the survey sounded this note of Committee and Ballot Clerk of the were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. health the past year
She had
Miss Margaret Lowe left Tuesday
caution; heavy
registrations of Town of Hope. Lecturer of Hope Lloyd Thomas a t Lincolnville.
been home just a few days from a
for
Portland and Boston, where she
Grange,
Past
Master
of
Victor
new voters could upset calculations
Recent guests of Mrs. Lula Cun hospital, where she had been re 
for any or all of the States. There Grange, Searsmont and a member ningham have been Miss Elizabeth ceiving treatment, for about a will do Christmas buying for the
Mrs. Prances Pellerin of Boston Store.
just isn't any sure way of gauging of Seaside Chapter OES in Cam Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mil week.
The PTA will meet Monday night
den. She was an enthusiastic and ler and three children, Dorothy, Cam den assisted in the care of
where the new votes will land.
The professional politicians dif ardent worker in every project Betty, and Robert Jr. of South Mrs .Pellerin during the latter's at 7.30 in the Union Church vestry
for the regular monthly meeting.
last illness at the home here.
fer. too, on what a heavy registra which benefited the town, school or Braintree, Mass.
The speaker for the evening will be
Mrs.
Pellerin
had
made
many
tion and record vote might signi community she lived.
Mrs. Fannie M iller of Boothbay
Surviving are her husband, Ar Harbor, was home recently, and friends during her residence in this Dr. Harold S. Boynton. A social
fy. Democrats contend a big vote
always favors them; Republicans thur L. H art of Hope, four daugh visited Mr. and Mrs. John York in town, and was a quiet, home loving hour will follow the meeting, and
refreshments will be served by
argue that large registrations this ters, Mrs. Oliver Athearn of Union; Portland, motoring with Hr. and person.
S he was born in Hartland. N B.. mothers of the Juniors, with Mrs.
time mean people w ant a change Mrs. Robert Olsen of Northfield. Mrs. David Hill of West Warren.
Doris S. Arey as chairman. All are
and are getting ready to turn out N. J., Misses Joan and Jan e H art
Friends will be interested to learn Feb. 29. 1888 the daughter of Wil
welcome.
liam
and
Almeda
Derrah
Estcys.
of
Hope,
two
sons,
Richard
E.
H
art
and vote for one.
that Ralph Robinson, seven-yearAlbert Carver returned Monday
Besides her husband she leaves
In a tight race, the new votes of Northfield, N. J., Obed A. H art old son of Mr. and Mrs. Avard
from Cleveland Ohio, where he vis
two
step-sons.
Martin
Pellerin,
in
of
Hope
and
a
brother.
Frank
Fuller
might be a major or even a con
Robinson of W enatchee, Wash.,
ited his sister Mrs. Vernon Hallo
clusive factor
in
determining of Searsmont, also six grandchil grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph S an Fernando. Calif., and Master
way. He was accompanied by his
S
ergeant
Francis
Pellerin.
with
whether a state backs Eisenhower dren.
Robinson of this town, taken ill j
daughter, Miss Marilyn Carver.
the
a
ir
corps
In
Korea,
several
skep
or Stevenson.
Oct. 2 with polio. Is a t home after j
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Arey with their
Insofar as newsmen manning the
BURKETTVILLE
hospital treatm ent. He is being grandchildren, one brother. George
son
John, left Thursday for a few
Keefe
of
Salem.
Oregon,
and
three
roads and transits for the m id -] Mrs. Hazel Kirk and son Donald cared for by his m other. The boy
days visit with Mr. Arey's sister,
October survey consider all the Kirk of Poxboro, Mass., were visi Is affected in his back, hips and sisters. Mrs. Grace Burk, in Florida,
Middle Atlantic States likely to go tors a t the home of Mrs. Perley thighs, but seems to be improving Mrs. Clara Lewis of Independence, Mrs. Frank Hopkins in Rockport.
Captain and Mrs. Edward Green
Oregon, and Mrs. Gertrude Halpin
solidly Republican, results are just Hannon Tuesday, coming to attend slowly.
leaf of Rockland were guests of Mr.
Several Halloween parties are of Portland.
what they were in earlier sound the funeral of Arthur Kirk in Owl's
In term en t was made in the fam  and Mrs. Max Conway Monday
planned for next week for young
Head.
ings around Labor Day.
In New York, however, the com- ! Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Wadsworth people of the town. On Monday ily plot, in Park Lawn Cemetery. night.
Harry Conway spent Tuesday in
bined estimate of editors is that are occupying the Guy Fish resi- i night at the B aptist vestry the Bennington. Vt., with a prayer at
Rockland.
Senior Youth Fellowship will meet the graveside.
Eisenhower would win by some dence.
Mrs. Freida Barton left Wednes
Mrs. Margie Hutchins entertained at 7.30. the election of officers to
Church News
277,000 votes if the election were
“T h e Fruits of the Reform ation.” day for Westerley, R. I., enroute she
held today, whereas the first sur the Extension group at her home be followed by a Halloween party.
will visit relatives and friends In
vey estimated the margin at per Thursday, with 15 women and three The Junior Youth Fellowship of will be the sermon topic Sunday
the
same
church
will
meet
at
3
m orning at the Congregational Rockland, Camden and Thomaston.
children present. Business was
haps 360,000.
Guests At Wedding
The shift is attributed In large transacted at the meeting. A square p. m. right a fter school at the Church, by Rev. J. Homer Nelson.
Mr.
and
Mrs. A. Everett Libby re
vestry.
Tuesday,
their
election
of
Serm
on
themes
Sunday
by
Rev.
meal
for
health
was
served.
measure to a reappraisal of the
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm S ta r t are officers to be followed by a sea Bruce Cummings will be as fol turned Wednesday from a trip to
showing the Progressive party can
lows. at the Baptist Church a t 10 Springfield and Longmeadow. Mass,
parents from sonal party.
didate, Vincent Hallinan may make. entertaining his
The arrangements committee of a. m. “The Requisite To a 20th where they attended the wedding
In New York City, Hallinan now is Connecticut.
Mrs. Ada Ames County Murse the Riverside Club, including Mr. C entury Reformation," and a t 7 of Mrs. Libby’s niece, Carole Wenexpected to collect a larger city
ning to Chester O. Fisher, Jr. More
vote. But newsmen believe his vote was in town on business Tuesday. and Mrs. Russell Sm ith. Mr. and p. m. "In Him."
than 250 guests attended the im
upstate will be negligible.
pressive Church ceremony and the
Elsewhere In the middle Atlantic
A N EDITORIAL: Which Conference Do You Think
reception at the Longmeadow Com
area, editors say Eisenhower gener
munity
Center, beautifully decora
ally has picked up a little political
Would Better Preserve Peace?
ted for the occasion. Mr. and Mrs.
power In the weeks since the first
Libby were guests at a dinner, giv
survey.
en by the wedding party at the
They say the stepped up cam
Longmeadow Country Club the evepaign Eisenhower has put on since
j
ning before the wedding. There
the first of September seems to
they enjoyed a reunion with their
have helped his cause. Many be
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and
lieve the GOP has been helped, too,
Mrs. Bruce King of Beverly Cove,
by the dramatic way in which Sen.
Mass., and son and daughter-inRichard Nixon of California, the
law. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Libby
Republican Vice Presidential nom
of Radburn, N. J - who also were
inee, unfolded on television and ra
guests at the wedding. Enroute
dio the story of his finances and an
home they stopped over at a Port
$18,000 political fund.
land hotel where they met so many
In contrast. Stevenson’s disclo
home folks th at it seemed like Vi
sure of his own income tax returns
nalhaven day. Mr. and Mrs. O. V.
and the operations of a fund used
I
Drew,
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Lane and
to supplement salaries of eight
Miss Margaret Lane, all enjoying
Illinois State officials was inter
! a Fall vacation.
preted as having done little to
Church News

aizraiB iararejzjzfZ jazjzjzjzizjzrar build up the Democratic political

i The Church Council and all
i teachers and adult members of the
Church School will be special
guests at the morning service of
the Union Church next Sunday
morning. Rev. W. S. Stackhouse
will preach on the subject "Jesus
the Truth.’’ Sunday evening the
choir and pastor will present a mu
sical illustrated (fcgcant sermon en
titled “My Candle of Life."

fortunes.
Here and there an editor says
President Trum an’s give-'em-h---- '
speeches along the whistle stops
are backfiring on the Democrats or

W ANTED
First-Class
E lectrician
3 to 4 Months Temporary Work
In Modern Electric Plant.

LOST A N D FO UND

STOAIGHT-Haired all-black Cat
found TEL 1522-M.
129* It
LAPEL Watch lost. Oct. 21. near
1 2 9 -t f
or in Perry's Market on Park street.
yzraj^rejHrejzizrejrararajzrej^jajar Please return to 14 HOLMES ST.
Reward will be paid by Mrs Doro
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work thy Calder, Chatham , Mass.
129*131
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
Union St.. Grove St. entrance. Tel.
1680 EVA AMES.
127*132

REPLY BOX 58

WALDOBORO. MAINE

MRS E. B SLEEPER, recently
with Walker's Tailor Shop, will be
at home. 239 Cedar St. and Is pre
pared to make dresses, suits, coats,
and all kinds of furwork. Altera
tions on same. Reasonable prices.
THL. 36
117-129
USHERS wanted. Applications
now being accepted. Must be 16
years old, neat and courteous. Apply
In Person, to MANAGER, Strand
Theatre.
99tf

MRS

IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and
Batteries wanted MORRIS GOR
DON & SON, 6 Leland St., Tel.
1 2 3 -W .
98tf
DONT discard your old or
antique furniture. Call. H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and re
finishing; 48 Masonic St. Tel.

l e n t c o n d it io n , f o r s a le . S ix ro o m s
In e a c h a p t., s u n p o r c h , g a ra g e ,
la r g e c o r n e r l o t
T h r e e m in u te s
f r o m M a in s t r e e t a n d s c h o o ls . T E L .

1 1 0 6 -M .

UK

or 283-W .

Htf

BARBARA

ADAM S

Correspondent
Telephone 75-13

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE: Chicken Farm. Wal
doboro. off Rt. 1. Ca.pt Cod Farm
house. 3 fireplaces, new bath, new
hot water heat, oil fired. Nice
view. SECURITY REAL ESTATE
CO. Dorothy Dietz. Camden 2117
or 8897.
129-lt
A GOOD clean 6-room Home for
sale, large yard, near schools, in
good condition, low price, see
Owner on premises Saturday and
Sunday, Oct. 25 and 26. 10 a. m.
to 5 p. m. at 99 PLEASANT ST.
__________________________128-129
T W O - A p a n m e n t H o u o e , In excel

Itf

NORTH H A VEN

Th* greeted problem feeing Amerke today la:
HOW DO Wf STAY OUT OF WAH-WITM RON O f?
to the showdowa which surely Ito* ahead, which el the ncmlneec,
Beenkewer or Stovencen, de yea want to have epeefc ter yea le e I
ing with StoHn and Churchilil Which man da yae Ihlnh Stalin would I
dering period* of hath hto and **M w a r . l o o k I

The guest speaker at the North
Haven Baptist Church on Sunday
Oct. 26 will be Mrs Kendrick Dor
man of Rockland She will teach
the class of older boys and girls
at the Sunday School at 10 a. m.
and speak at both the morning
worship service at 11 a. m. and at
the evening song service at
7 A0 p . m .

You can always spot a well-in
formed man—his views are the
same as yours.
D is a p p o i n t m e n t s

s h o u ld

m a te d , n o t e m b a lm e d

be
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A heading machine was obtained and remodeled to saw the lumber
Side rails, dowels for the crate sides and corner posts go together in one motion in the jig shown
Heald and Clark. There 1$ nothing else quite like it in the industry but it works to a perfection, increasing for the crates. Above, Clarence Whitney takes floor boards away from above. The dowels are fed into their proper positions as the hopper at the left in front of operator Everett
the
saw
which
operates
automatically
once
a
log
is
in
place
and
the
the output of a workman by nine times. Once the rail is fh place, a foot lever brings the rail up to the
power turned on. It handles either the poplar for flooring or hard Whitney is drawn across the jig. The rails are laid i n place and a few motions of the hydraulic pump lever
spinning drills and the job is done in seconds.
brings the jigs together and “welds'’ the unit together tightly.
woods for the rails with ease.

POULTRY CRATE MANUFACTURING PLANT IN
UNION ESTABLISHED THROUGH INGENUITY
OF A PAIR OF YANKEE CRAFTSMEN
Robert Heald up in Union isn't a
poultryman and he has no desire to
be one, but he does w ant to, and is,
close to the industry.
p Seems th a t a year or more ago
he discovered that most of the poul
try crates used to transport birds
in this area had to be shipped in
from the Del Mar Va area. Local
trucks would deliver birds in New
York and then trek down across
Jersey to Delaware, Maryland or
Virginia to pick up a load of crates
for use back home.
Bob couldn’t see much sense in
this procedure, especially when a
Yankee could build them in the
poultryman's back yard. It oc
curred to him th a t in saving the
truckers th at long trip across the
Delaware River he could probably
earn the price of the beans and
ii.k e for the Heald family table.
Yh-cnts of the past year have proven
him right in his thinking.
A tour through the three poultry
producing states and calls at some
of the crate (they call them coop6
down there) manufacturing plants
convinced him th a t the trick could
be turned in Union.
Back in town, he enlisted the aid
of B. M. Clark, who has built up a
healthy business of his own from
plain Yankee ingenuity and the
demand for truck bodies.
The pair worked out the m a
chinery problem and designed a
production line of sorts. On the trip
to the southward, Bob hadn't found
too much in the way of machinery
in the plants to make work easier
^Knd production faster, so that had
to be corrected.
Neither he or Clark could see
any future in a workman labori
ously drilling holes in the top and
bottom rails for the dowels that
make up the crate sides one a t a
time. They rigged up a nine drill
unit, driven by a multitude of vee
belts from a single motor, to drill
the rails in one motion.
Cutting the square corner posts
down on the ends to the size of the
dowels to fit into the rails took two
or more machine motions in plants
visited. Another gadget designed by
Bob now does the Job in one opera
tio n . as fast as an operator can
feed to the machine.
Assembling the rails and dowels
to make the sides and ends of the
crates was a slow hand job in the
plants he saw. Now, he has a jig
into which the dowels and rails are
fitted. Once in position, a hand op
erated hydraulic pump pulls them
tightly together to make a solid
side. A nail or two at the corners
completes the job.
Assembling the crate sections is
done on another jig, which with a
twist of a lever holds the sections
in place and provides a sound nail
ing base for the workman.
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MAINE REPRESENTED AT RALEIGH
M rs. Peck a n d Miss R am sdell From K-L

Yes, most of the metals and de
vices used came from the almost
unlimited scrap stock pile at the
Clark body plant. Yankee ingenuity
was a t its highest as the two men
worked out ideas and then found
the scrap materials in th eir own
back yard with which to build the
machines.
Bob said Thursday th a t he likes
to design gadgets and then gets a
double kick out of seeing them
work to his advantage in the plant.
T he gadgets have worked so well
th at four men run the plant, which
turns out an average of 50 poultry
crates a day.
Each crate measures approxi
mately two by three feet in size and
12 inches in height.
The rails and corner posts are of
either dry oak or maple and the
dowels are cut from hardwoods.
The flooring is poplar as well as
the top. The crate is light, but un
usually strong.
The plant has been running about
a year now and is located in a huge
barn
overlooking
Union
Fair
grounds. The main floor and base
ment is packed with machinery and
the field in back stacked with lum
ber for the mill.
There is nothing romantic about
the item the plant turns out. It is
just a working tool of the poultry
industry and one which Heald feels
will be in demand as long as the
poultry producers and processors

continue in the area.
A rea A r e State's R e p re se n ta tive s
In addition to whomping up ideas
for m achinery and making them
work, he finds time to act as service
Maine's delegates to the annual j of Hooksett, a committee chairm an
officer for Storer-Collins-Harding
meeting of the National Home of the New Hampshire Home
Post American Legion, serve as
Demonstration Council in Raleigh. Demonstration Council; and Miss
grounds superintendent of Union
N. C., were scheduled to arrive Una Rice, Grafton county home
Fair and U nion’s fire chief.
there Friday afternoon. The ses- [ demonstration agent for the NewJust to pass away his idle time,
sions open this morning and con Hampshire Extension Service.
he is an Air Force Reserve captain
About 3.009 women from 42 states
tinue through Oct. 29
and is commanding officer of the
Mrs. Florence M. Peck of Noble-' and territories are expected to a t
Knox Couty unit. He is King Lion
boro, chairman of the women's tend the meeting of the National
of the U nion Lions Club and presi
division of the Maine Extension Home Demonstration Council. The
dent of th e Union High School Al
Association, and Miss Winifred M. theme of the session is "Forward
umni Association.
Ramsdell of Rockland, Knox-Lin-1 to Peace with Freedom.”
In spite of his many outside as
coin counties home demonstration j Highlight of the meeting from
sociations, he puts in a full day a t
agent for the Maine Extension Ser the Maine delegate’s point of view
the p lant every day and works a t
is expected to be the acceptance of
vice. are the Maine delegates.
selling his product to processors and
Mrs Peck and Miss Ramsdell left Maine's application for admission
poultrymen.
by car at 6 a. m. Wednesday. They, to the National Council. By Joining
The locally manufactured u n it
stopped at Portsmouth, N. H.. to ’ the National Council, M aine’s wo
has found favor with buyers and a
pick up the delegates from the men's division of the Extension
good m arket seems possible.
Granite State who are traveling will automatically become a mem
Crates last about one year in
with them. The New Hampshire ber of the Associated Country
steady use so th at repeat sales are
represenatives are Mrs. Velna Fiske | Women of the World.
not too much of a problem for a
good product when considering the
Sophie Tucker.
P ro d u c tio n Test
number of poultrymen in the Lin
Gertrude Dunbar gave a panto
pnotos py euuen
coln-Knox and
Waldo chicken
mime
of
Jimmy
Durante.
Heald displays one of the sturdy poultry crates his plant turns out. Poplar floors and tops with oak
raising area. Also, there are some or maple side rails top and bottom make up the unit. The door in the top slides back on rails and locks
State Master Guptill will be a Hagqett Cow Averaged 23
six processing plants which use securely in place with a pressure device.
guest of the Grange at the meet
Quarts Daily In Year
thousands of the crates each year
ing of Oct. 29. together with Mrs.
W .th 606 pounds of b u tterfa t and
Palmer as marshal. Mrs. Antoin Guptill. The couple will present
in their business of transporting
ette Gardner as chaplain. Mr. and 25 year certificates to members. I 18,123 pounds of milk to h er credit.
birds from farm s to dressing plants.
THE G R A N G E CORNER
Heald feels th a t his crates m ea
Mrs. Charles King, as emblem and
Hood Brook Florence, a registered
Pleasant River Grange
NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
sure up well with competitor’s pro
regalia bearers, all of Megunticook.
Pleasant River G range of Vinal- Holstein-Friesian cow owned by
Harlan Robinson of Camden was
ducts from other states as he puts
Eben C. Haggett, D am ariscotta
the soloist and Mrs. Ora Bryant haven organized on Oct. 23, 1908,
the best in materials and workman
Penobscot View Grange
read and there was a roll call of
Mills, has completed a 365-day pro
celebrated
theeir
44th
anniversary
ship into the product.
of Victor Grange, the pianist.
The Acorn Grange degree team charter members by the secretary
A baked bean and pastry supper on Wednesday evening Oct. 22, with duction test in official H erd Im 
worked the Third and Fourth De
Nellie Shorey served as reader
was served before the meeting Charter members, P ast Masters and provement Registry.
grees on candidates at the meeting for the tableaux, which represent
She was milked two tim es daily,
There was a large attendance of Members of North Haven Grange
of Oct. 16. Candidates included four ed Faith. Hope. Charity, and Fi
as special guests for the evening. and was seven years, four months
members and friend®.
members of Penobscot, one from delity. A reading, "Boosting the
Following are the officers for
After the business meeting, a of age when she began h er testing
White Oak and three Pleasant Grange,” was given by Shirley
1952: Master Maurice Babcock; program was presented, roll call of period.
Bagley. Mr. and Mrs. York both
Her record averages approxlA n d S tu d e n t P ie -M a k in g W ill F eature Valley.
overseer. Robert Bower; lecturer. charter members found the fol
The next meeting will be held on spoke briefly. The program was
■mately 23 quarts of milk daily for
Thelma
Chaffee;
steward,
Harold
lowing
present:
Ava
Brown,
Win
Nov. 6 at which time the election in charge of Josephine Geele. Re
th e O cto b e r S a les
Cobb.
nie Ames, Ralph Calderwood, Her the period covered by h er test.
of officers will be held.
freshments were served following
Testing was supervised by the
Assistant steward. Murdock Ra.t- bert Calderwood and Edwin Kit
the meeting.
Mt. Pleasant Grange
ten; chaplain, Etta M arrlner; I tredge. They were called upon for University of Maine, in co-opera
A fine cleaning and decorating
At the meeting of Mt. Pleasant
Maine in October is Apple H ar
Judging will be on the basis of
treasurer. Charles MacKenzie; sec remarks. Other charter members, tion with The H ol'tein-Friesian
vest Time and more than 1500 gro genera) appearance, pastry, season- Grange Monday applications were Job was done on the hall by sev retary Ethel Butler.
not present, are Joseph Calder Association of Americafrom
Howard
Thomas. eral of the sisters at an all-day
Ceres, Lavonia Dolly; Flora, ; wood, Harvard Burgess, Lafrence
cers throughout the state will fea I ing. arom a, flavor, filling, consis read
Dyer and Past Master C urtis Web
tency. seal and moisture of entries. Vaughn Ingerson. Shirley Micue. meeting on Friday.
Mary Babcock; lady assistant Burch and Raymond Webster.
ture native grown apples this
Schools eligible to enter the Con ! Arthur Stone. Thelm a Stone and
Pioneer Grange
steward. Jeanne Keene and execu- ’ The LAB presented the charter ster.
coming week as the outstanding
The Secertary acting for the
test include: Edward Little High Barbara Douglas.
Pioneer Grange held its regular tive
committeeman.
Richard members present to the secretary,
"fruit special” of the season.
The First and Second degrees meeting Tuesday, Oct. 14. The First Shepard.
Grange then presented C arnations
of Auburn. Morse High School of
This year's extensive Maine Apple
Florence Lawson and each received
Bath. Boothbay Harbor High School, I will be .conferred Monday on these and Second Degrees were conferred
Past Master Richard Shepard a carnation as p a rt of program to the Past Masters who were pres
Harvest campaign will be a high
Leavitt In stitu te of Turner Center, candidates. Anyone not solicited on Lloyd Tolman. Worthy deputy was presented with a Past Master's j
ent.
light of the current National Apple
were songs by the Orange, Tableau,
Lewiston High School, Lincoln please take sandwiches or cake.
Earl Tolman was present for in jewel by the installing officer In ' Alice Whittington, Leola Smith as j Closing song was rendered by the
Week observance with special sales
l Academy of Newcastle, Lisbon Falls
Grange.
Mt. Pleasant Juvenile
spection and Juvenile deputy Fran behalf of the Grange.
of Maine apples beamed to appeal
soloist, song by Chorus. Skit by
w<*
b v - A n U a f'i.nrrtnn w i l l
, High School, Livcrinorc Fslls High
’ After the meeting a delicious
ces Tolman was present.
to budget-wise homemakers.
Wesseweskeag Grange
Kenneth Mills and Sister Mills of
1School, M echanic Falls High School, hold its election of officers Monday
. supper was served by S ister Sylvia
After the meeting. Sisters E'-ther
For the past six years Maine
Wesseweskeag Grange observed North Haven Grange.
Topsham High School, Waldoboro and all members are urged to be Tolman and Minnie Jones served
! Anthony and Mary W entworth,
apple growers and retail grocers
Booster Night Oct. 22 with a supper i Roll Call of Past Masters, each consisting of meat loaf, scalloped
High School and Wiscasset High ■present.
a lobster stew.
have joined together in the Maine
responding
with
some
memory
of
School.
potatoes, salads, pies, cake and
A degree team has been invited of clam chowder, chicken salad, pie.
Meenahga Grange
Apple Harvest program for the ex
childhood, found the following pre
All activities of the Maine Apple
coffee. The Anniversary cake was
to
work the Third and Fourth De cake and coffee prepared a n d .
Meenahga
Grange
observed
press purpose of "providing better
sent;
Curtis
Webster,
Leroy
Dyer,
served by the Brothers.
Harvest cam paign are being carried Booster Night and also celebrated grees Oct. 38
made by Sister Alice W hittington
quality supplies of native fruit at
The Lecturers program for the George Wright, Nellie Robinson, and a birthday cake, made by Sis
out under the direction of William its 25th anniversary with an open
Pioneer Grange Fair and supper
reasonable prices to Maine con
Deane H askins of Cape Elizabeth, session Monday night. Past Master was well patronized in spite of the evening included games, singing,' Winnie Ames and Leola Smith.
ter Sylvia Anthony, for th e birth
sumers."
Chairm an of the Maine Apple Com Josephine Geele presided. State stormy day. netting the Grange a dancing and auction and refresh- j The Worthy Secretary then pre day of Sister Agnes Oakes, were
A special area promotional and
sented a Stiver S tar Certificate to
mittee, in co-operation with repre Lecturer Lottie York and Mr. York goodly sum to be used toward re ments of cider and doughnuts.
artistically decorated a n d added
educational program will be con
The evening was enjoyed by P. M George Wright. Brother Rob much to the banquet
sentatives of the Maine Pomologtcal
pairs
for
the
hall.
of Winthrop were special guests
ducted in this year's apple cam
ert A. Calderwood also Is entitled
guests and members alike.
Society and th e Maine Department
The program consisted of musi
Georges River Grange
paign In the counties of Lincoln.
to such a certificate, which will be
of Agriculture.
Megunticook
Grange
cal numbers. gTOup singing, and
Georges River Grange held its
Knox. Sagadahoc. Androscoggin
given him later as he was not pre
special features.
Mrs. Marion regular two meetings in November
There were 60 members and sent at this meeting.
and Oxford, where independent
McRay played two piano solos and on the 1st and 15th of the month. guests present at the meeting Wed
and chain store® will compete for
W a rre n Elects
Continuing the program there
also acted as soloist for the tab
At the first meeting it was de nesday and the program of the eve was a tableau Brother Curtis Web
Apple Display contest awards.
leaux and accompanist for some of cided to hold Booster Night on Nov. ning was presented in open ses ster and Leroy Dyer; and a piano
Of special Interest to future home
15 with a special invitation to sion.
makers will be an Apple Pie Baking Russell Overlook Master For the other numbers.
duet by Sister Leola Smith and
Donna Ponsant and Mabel Day Walker High School's new staff of
Contest open to home economic
The program was in charge of Ann Webster.
the Coming Year
gave a vocal duet. A history of teachers and students. They had Lois Hale of the youth committee
students in secondary schools and
Roll Call of Past Lecturers with
institutes In Androscoggin. Sagada
Officers
elected In W arren Meenahga Orange was read, also a a part in the program and good with David Crockett, Sr. as master the following
present: Winnie
of ceremonies.
hoc and Lincoln Counties.
Grange for th e coming year are. j Booster Night message from Na number were present.
Ames Leola Smith Nellie Robin
tional Maiter Herschel Newcomb.
There were members from South
Those presenting numbers dur
I t is expected that upwards of
son. Another tableau by Sister Flo
Master, Russell Overlock; Over
Silver certificates and pins were Montville Grange. Union Harvest. ing the program were: Beth Smart,
300 youngsters, bent on putting
rence Lawson and Alice Whitting
seer,
Harold
Pease;
Lecturer.
Lupresented to Dorothy Wincapaw Sheepscott Lake and a good show accordaon solo; Nancy Ames, piano
their Ma's pies out of the limelight,
ton. Remarks by visitors from
ella
C
rockett:
Steward,
Charles
will compete in the contest. The
and Nellie Wallace by Mrs. York ing of our own members.
solo; Ginette Perrin and Harland
North Haven Grange (11 present.)
The minutes of the first meeting
Supper and dancing followed Robinson, vocal duet “The Things
finals of the Pie Baking Contest Stlmpson, Sr.
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS
Reading by Brother Kenneth Mills.
Assistant Steward, David K en- of Meenahga on Sept .30. 1927 were the short program
will be held the afternoon of Nov.
We Did Last Summer " Pat Magee
Remarks by members of Pleasant
nlston;
Chaplain,
Nan
Benner;
5, a t the American Legion Home
The next neighborhood meeting was their pianist.
River Grange who had not attended
in Bath, with an im partial board Secretary, Virginia Davis; T reasur three years, Ernest Benner.
is Nov. 28 a t South Montville
Also. Diane Mitchell, trumpet
Grange recently. Demonstration of
of Judging experts to be announced er. Peggy R. Bowley; Gatekeeper,
Grange.
solo: Arline Magee favored with a
Plans were made for installation
Grange
work by Past Master Leroy
Albert Overlock.
song and dance, accompanied by
to be held Nov. 4.
shortly.
Victor Grange
GRes. Avis Gammon; Pomona.
Each school will be eligible to
Pat
Magee.
Donald
Welt
gave
two
Warren Grange of Warren con
The installation of Victor Grange,
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
submit up to 10 entries, with sub Freda R ichards; Flora, Mrs. Charles ferred the Third and Fourth De- Searsm ont, was held Oct. 16. The vocal solos. Leroy Mcrong was also
1 6 -1 1 RANKIN ST,
M
ore
Farm
News
stantial cash awards given to in SUmpson, Sr.; Lady Assistant Stew j grees recently on Mrs. Mae Mar new officers were installed by Past a local soloist. He also appeared
rookland
dividual winners as well as to top ard, M arjorie Cousins; and m em  shall. Peter Richards and Albert Master Herbert Gould of Oamden. In an imitation of a cheerleader
On Page Eight
ber of t h e executive committee for I Overlook.
s c h o o l e n t r ie s .
He was assisted by Mrs. Gertrude and gave an impersonation of

APPLE DISPLAY CONTESTS

WE WILL BUY

M IL L E R ’S
GARAGE

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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STRAND THEATRE, SUNDAY AND MONDAY
THOM ASTO N

CAMDEN

News and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET. TEL 113-3

MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

The B.P.W. Qlub

The Rockland Business and Pro
fessional Women’s Club met Wed
nesday night at the Farnsworth
Museum Workshop. Mrs. K ather
At St. P eter’s Episcopal Church. subject of the Lesson-Sermon j ine Akers presented a program on
Rev. E. O Kenyon. Rector, Sunday which will be read in all Churches "China." She described her life
Mrs. Leitta Ford and Mrs. PaulMrs. Jessie Kelley visited her cess Tuesday evening at 7.30 at
services: Parish Communion and of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, j in Tsingtao for a period of two and
1ine Thompson spent Thursday
mother Mrs. Florence Vannah at the High School building.
sermon at 9.30; Church School at Oct. X . The Golden Text is found ! one-half years. She displayed arj visiting with relatives and friends
Winslow Mills, Thursday.
Mrs. Hastings Honored
11 a. m. and Evensong at 7 p. m. in 1 Corinthians (I Cor. 15:56-67): ! tides and told stories which rein
Blue
Hill
and
Sedgwick.
The Baptist Mission Circle meets
Mrs. Walter O. Hastings was
Weekday services; Tuesday, Mass The sting of death is sin; and ! lated to each object. The customs,
The Dandy Lions will meet at
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Min honor guest at a surprise birthday
at 7.30 a. m.; Wednesday, Mass at the strength of sin is the law. But j dress and manner of living of the
nie Newbert. Mrs. Vera Robinson party Tuesday evening given at the home of Mrs. Phyllis Converse,
6 a-.m.; Thursday, Mass at 8 a. m. thanks be to God, which giveth us Chinese people was discussed at
Tuesday
at
730
p.
m.
will be the leader.
her home on Green street.
and Friday. Mass at 730 a. m.
the victory through our Lord Jesu s! length.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Allen and
Miss R uth Smalley of Worcester
Those attending were: Mr. and
•• • •
Christ." Sunday services at 10.30; The program was in charge of
and Mrs. Bernice Clark of Portland Mrs. Bernard Robinson. Mr. and daughter Marie are enjoying a
At St. Bernard's Church: Sun a. in. Sunday School at 11.45 a. m , ! the International Relations Oomwere guests of Miss Leila Clark for Mrs. Harold Jack. Mr. and Mrs. vacation from their duties at the
day services are a t 8 and 11 a .m Wedne-sday
night
services
at I mlttee with Miss Pauline Stevens,
a few days.
Raymond Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Camden Home Bakery' and are
Dally Mass is at 8.45 a. m. and Con 730 p. m.
chairman. A short business meetMrs. Gertrude Sabien is a surgi Blaine Jack, Waiter Hastings and visiting in Connecticut.
fession, Saturday at 330 and 7
•• • •
I ing was held preceding the proThe Wesleyan Service Guild of
cal patient at the Knox Hospital, son Richard.
p. m Sunday Mass at St. Jam es'
The Sunday services a t the First i gram. President Ruth Cross gave
the Methodist Church will sponsor
Rockland.
Church News
Church, Thomaston, 9 a. m. Baptist Church will open at 10.15' a report of the Voter's Action Coma
public
entertainm
ent
Tuesday
Mrs. Annie Rogers. Miss Leila
Mass will be celebrated a t St.
and 930 a. m at the Church of with the men's and women's groups mittee meeting and requested the
Clark, Mrs. Virginia Putnam and James Catholic Church Sunday at night. Oct. 28, beginning at 8
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden. meeting for prayer. The morning! members to give the names of any
o’clock, for the benefit of new
Mrs. Mazie Magitz of Rockland. 9 a. m.
worship service will be held at 1030. j persons they may know who wish
drapes for the church parlor. Miss
Gray Ladles, were at Togus Thurs
Services at St. John's Episcopal
Yvonne tie Carlo lends an unwilling ear to the villainous bidding of
Rev Merle S Conant will preach Small children will be cared for in to vote in the Presidential Election
Cordelia Barnard will show pictures
day.
Church Sunday morning at eight
Craig in a scene from Paramount's action-charged South Seas ’ on the subject "The Lord of the the nursery during this serviced The by means of a Physical Incapacity
of her trip to Hawaii. Refreshments James
There will be a business meeting o'clock.
adventure. "Hurricane Smith" which opens Sunday at the Strand Theatre
will be served and an offering will in Rockland. The Technicolor thriller co-stars John Ireland. Forrest Harvest” at P ratt Memorial Meth- Church School will have classes for i Ballot, to the City Clerk's Office
and the Congregational supper at
Sunday School at 9.45 a. m. at
Tucker. Richard Arlen and Lyle Bettger. The film will continue through odist Church. The Church School i all ages at noon. Mrs. Evelyn Me- as soon as possible.
630 a t the Baptist vestry Wed the Baptist Church with morning be taken.
Monday night when the popular intermission stage quiz game will be will meet from 11 to 12.10. Classes Nutt and Ray Pendleton will con-' The membership chairman, Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lester
Emery
and
nesday night.
service at 11 o'clock. Rev. John
played at 8.15.
are available for all age groups ' duct the Ambassadors for Christi Arlene Williams, presented four
G eo rg e E . C ross
Fitzpatrick's subject: "God Is Mrs. Helen Pease left this week for
Mrs. Anton Davis will play “He !meeting for young people at 6. The ' applications for membership and
Florida.
Funeral services for George E. Faithful." Evening service at 7
KNOX THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
Shall Send His Angels’’ by Adams, jevangelistic crusade under the lead -1 the name of Mary S. Emery, ReThe Elm Street Reading Club will
Cross, who died Tuesday will be o'clock, the subject "It Is Later
"I Know T hat My Redeemer •ership of Rev. "Tai" McNutt will: tired Captain. Army Nurse Corps.
meet Monday night with Miss
held Saturday at 2 p. m. from Rus Then You Think."
Liveth” by Handel, and 'March of ,continue each night through Fri- i was balloted on and unanimously
Armida
Sawyer.
The
reader
will
be
sell Funeral Home Rockand. Rev.
Baptist Mission Circle meets
Priests”
by Rossini. The choir day with the Sunday evening ser- accepted into membership.
Mrs.
Gladys
Young.
Merle S. Conant will officiate and Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Min
, will sing the anthem "In Thee, O , vice at 7.15 and the week night . The following committee was apSgt. Milton F. Eaton, son of Mr.
interm ent will be in the Village nie Newbert. Mrs. Vera Robinson
I Ixird. Do I Put My Trust" by Frey meetings at 730. P art of the Sun- pointed by the chair for the Christcemetery. Thomaston.
will be the leader. There will be no and Mrs. Ted Eaton and Staff Sgt.
’ Dante Pavone will present as his day evening service from 7.30 to 8 1 mas Party, Dec 10: Chairman, Mrs.
Alton
Small,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The regular public Harvest Sup prayer meeting Thursday evening.
! morning solo "My Soul Is Athirst will be broadcast over WRKD, and ■Helvi R Hamalainen, Mrs. Virginia
per a t the Federated Church Tues [ Sunday School 9.45 a. m. a t the Percy Small, are expected home
I For God" by Gaul. The Boy there will be three additional j Knight. Miss Eliza Steele, Miss
day evening at 6 o'clock. The com Federated Church with morning sometime this week from the Far
Scouts will meet on Monday night broadcasts on Monday. Tuesday and ; Barbara Coffin and Mrs. Flora
mittee in charge will be Mrs. Ma service at 11. The subject, “Pre- East.
I at 7 o’clock. The callers for the Wednesday from 10.15 to 1030 p. m. Cullen.
Congratulations are being ex
rion Grafton, Mrs. Alice Brooks. ! Occupied.” Anthem, T. With All
■Visitation
Evangelism
Program Raymond Pendleton will assist in 1 An Invitation from the Winthrop
Mrs. Naomi Elliot a n d Mrs. Lucy Our H earts.’’ Youths Fellowship 7 tended to Thelma Hannan on her
will meet at the parsonage on Mon- these meetings as soloist and song 1 BF.W Club for a District Meetrecent
marriage
to
Charles
Kr.ight.
Staples.
i p. m. Bible Class Thursday a t 7 p.
j day night for training and assign- leader Each noon there will be a ing to be held at the Methodist
Miss Evelyn Mayhew and Miss
m. The annual Harvest Supper will
Band Parents Meeting
! ment. The remainder of the week prayer meeting in the church ves Church Nov. 5. was read and all
The Band Parents will hold their be held Tuesday at 6 p. m. a t the Winnie Burkett left Thursday
will be devoted to visiting in the try from 12.15 to 12.45, and each those wishing to attend, are asked
morning
for
Milford.
Conn.,
where
first meeting alter the Summer re- Federated Church.
, homes of the parish to present the afternoon at 230 there will be cot to give their names to Virginia
they will visit with Capt. and Mrs.
; claims of Christ and His Church. tage prayer meetings in various Knight on or before Oct. 30
Raymond Mayhew and will then
The choir will rehearse in the ves homes. Each evening a time o f ;
■ -r
■■■■:
,. ■■■■■»
go
on
to
New
York
City
for
a
few
Has N e w H om e
try on Saturday night at 730
prayer at 7 will precede the service. | for all ages; 6 p. m , Baptist Youth
days.
ROCKPORT
(Continued from Page Two)
• **•
1Fellowship in the vestry and at 7.15
The Pioneer Girls will meet
The Sunday evening worship at
MRS. NANCY I. COMPTON
as for land development. Both Monday night at the Baptist
At the Congregational C hurch,. even*ng service with special music
Correspondent
the
South
Thomaston
Methodist
part-tim e and full-time farmers are Church vestry with Miss Elaine
Rev. Charles R. Monteith. pastor: , by the young people's choir and
Telephone Camden 2749
Church will be held at 7 o’clock. Reformation Sunday will be o b -, sermon, “Carrying the Torch.”
eligible for Farm Housing loan6.
Hoffsss and Miss Clarista Payson
Rev. Merle Conant will preach on served at the 10.45 worship service ( Tuesday, 7.30 p. m„ comes the
but the applicants must have suffi
saw
as co-hostesses. Miss Lois Hale and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hanscom cient real estate equity to secure
Jack McGowran, Victor McLaglen. John Wayne, Ward Bond, Barry the theme "The Lord of the H ar- with sermon theme “A Double' prayer meeting in the vestry,
Miss Ginnette Perrin will be in Fitzgerald and James Lilburn in a scene from "The Quiet Man," John
vest
All are invited to attend.
Portion;” Church School classes!
____________
and children have moved to Broad- the loans and the ability to repay
charge.
Ford’s Technicolor hit for Republic now screening at the Knox Theatre.
wray, Rockland.
the loans. The interest rate is 4%
I
for
third
graders
and
over
will
conAT DAWN
Sunday shows, 3X10-5.30-8.00. Monday and Tuesday. 2.00-6.30-8.40.
Dr. Lowe will conduct the serv- i __
, „„
,
Hokes-Young
,
..
.
. vene at 930 promptly, and for those This morning I awoke at dawn.
Miss Carolyn Richards, a stu and the repayment periods range
ice of morning worship at the Uni- i .
_
.
Mrs. Grace Goff Young and Hor
v ,
I younger at 1030; UCY will con- I saw the sunrise God had drawn
dent ax Westbrook Junior College, from 5 up to 33 years.
several nieces and nephews.
versalist Church beginning a t 11
Disaster loans arc made to eligi ace Burton Rokes, both of Camden
vene
at
the
Congregational Church Green cedar trees like sentinels
is spending the week end at the
Funeral services will be held from o'clock and preach the
were married Tuesday afternoon at
stood
sermon. w g with election of officers folhome of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. ble farmers who have suffered seri
W
ALDOBORO
the
residence
on
Saturday
a
t
2
p.
m.
Along the muddy, rock-strewn road.
His subject will be "Making All
ous losses through drought and the home of Mrs* Preston Wysong.
i
lowed
by
refreshments
and
a
social
Roland Richards.
with Rev. Phillip Palmer officiating. Things Work Together For Good."
MRS. RENA CROWELL
The double ring ceremony was per
Soft
pussywillows
edged
the
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Graffam are in urgent need of funds to buy
Correspondent
Interment will be in the Shuman The C hurch School, all depart t period. Flowers will be furnished .
brook,
formed
by
the
Rev.
M.
H.
Dorr,
Jr.
Telephone 250
have arrived home alter their feed, seed, fertilizer, livestock, e tc,
Cemetery.
ments. meets in the vestry at the for morning worship by the Men’s whose bubbling waters late forsook
The couple were attended by Mr.
Summer employment at Poland to continue their farming opera
Association. Appointments for the Fleece clouds that loved the azure
Mrs.
Melissa
Davis
same
hour, thus affording parents
sky.
Springs. They plan to leave Nov. tions for the remainder of the and Mrs. Richard Benner.
week: Monday. Den Chiefs meet at
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Woodbury
Mrs. Melissa G. Davis. 76. widow the privilege of attending the {he
‘ f r ^ 7 , “ ^
j And had no wish to keep things
year. The interest rate on Dis
Mrs. Kenneth L. Beverage
1 for Arizona.
have returned from a motor trip of Wellington Davis of Waldoboro preaching service. The UC.Y. Fel,
drv.
S tate Trooper and Mrs. Ralph aster loans is 3'f and they are
Committal services will be held at
died on Oct. 19 at a nursing in lowship meets in the Congrega monthly training session, and Boy A rolling hill showed berry bush
in the Carolinas.
scheduled
for
repayment
periods
Staples and children of Bridgton
2 p. m , Saturday at Mountain
Scout Troop 206 meets a t the
i Whose branch exposes singer
There will be a stated meeting Union. She had been a residence tional C hurch at 6 p. m. with re . . . . . .
were guests this week of his p ar of up to five years
View cemetery for Mrs. Willa D.
church at 7; Wednesday the first >
thrush
of
this
town
for
50
years.
Mrs.
Davis
freshments.
The
Chapin
Class
of
Wiwurna
Chapter,
O.E.S.
on
Farm
ers
cooperating
with
the
ents Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples
Beverage, 49, wife of Kenneth L
Circle
supper
of
the
season
will
be
What
voice couid rival its clear
was
born
in
Shelbourne,
N.
S
,
July
meets Tuesday evening with Miss
Tuesday evening. Oct. 28. with
Ernest Edwards I
son®
Try-to-help will meet Monday FHA have in the majority of cases Beverage and a • former resident,
30, 1876.. the daughter of Samuel Therese Smith. The Tonian Circle served with Mrs.
work
and
refreshments.
night at the church vestry for a been able to increase their produc who died in San Diego, Calif. Mrs
and Mrs. Donald Leach co-chair- With notes that rise so sweet and
long.
Mr and Mrs. Faster Jameson and Martha Shortliff. She was a meets with Mrs. Avory Paul Wed men. serving at 6.15, with a special I
covered dish supper and Halloween tion considerably per acre. Suc Beverage was born in Camden, Oct.
member of the First Baptist Church nesday night.
. . . .
church meeting following and choir! 550
>na!1 foll° * f0rr° ’ "8
party. Each member is asked to cessful borrowers of the FHA soon 19. 1M3, daughter of Mr. and Mrs have returned front a trip through in Waldoboro. She is survived by
become customers of local banks Charles Herrick. She had resided New York and Gross Point. Michi
take her own dishes and silver.
Probation After Death" is the rehearsal qt the close of the meet- And bring a day with radiance
one daughter. Mrs Blanch Merry,
Stated communication of St. and cooperative credit institutions. in California the past seven years. gan where they visited their daugh of Waldoboro; a son. Clarence
ing; Thursday the Diligent Dames
bright
Paul's Lodge Monday night at Most families, who have secured Besides her husband and parents ter. Mrs. Peter Duckett.
meet at 230 with Mesdames Nessa Dull shadow of past brief and war
Gross. Boston, and five grand
Mr. and Mrs. John Williams have
730. Annual meeting of election credit through the FHA. find them  she is survived by two daughters.
Cowan and Elizabeth Hahn as host Shall pass away from Homeland’s
children.
Funeral services were
door.
selves better able to support their Mrs. Mary Patey and Mrs. Shirley left for Florida where they will
of officers.
esses
and the Odds and Ends meet
H
E
A
R
.
i4
s
o
held Wednesday at 2 p. m , with the
—By E. Demeter Hyde.
pass
the
Winter.
local
churches,
and
participate
in
Tiernan both of Charleston, Mass.,
at 730 at the church.
P.T.A. To Meet
Rev George Price of St. Claire,
Mrs.
Alva
Achorn
has
returned
civic,
farm
.and
other
community
•• • «
a brother George of Northport and
The P T.A. will meet Monday
AAXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXW^m;
Pa., officiating. Interm ent was in
from Marlboro, Mass. where she
Sunday at the Littlefield Memo
night at the High School building organizations, than they did be 10 grandchildren. Funeral services
the
Rural
Cemetery.
SUN. MON.-TUES.
has been visiting her son, Everett
rial Baptist Church at 10.30 the
were held in San Diego.
at 8 p. m. The guest speaker of fore coming to the agency.
Achorn. and family.
service will be broadcast over
NOTE SHOW TIMES
the evening will be Superintend
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Butters are
WRKD and the pastor. Rev James
Sunday: 3.00—5.30—83)0
ent of Schools J. Weldon Russell, rial missionary offering; 10 45. Sun
LINES
BY
S
O
G
.
( j SECOQQ C O M 1N<
spending a few days in Boston.
C am den Lions
W. Dagino will bring the message.
who will speak on the new school, day School; 5.30 p. m , CamdenFeature at: 3.20—5.55—8.25
Mrs. Lillian Reed is visiting her
Rockport
Methodist
Sunday
eve
“Life's Greatest Hour." Nursery
/ C HOLY S P lB lT
(Continued from Page Three)
and will show plans of the new
son and daughter-in-law. Mr and
J |
C
p e u tv e w *N C £
ning
fellowship.
A
family
program
for
all
small
children
during
the
!
y b T o
wtAkiHc_____
building
A question period will
on Friday night, Oct. 31. Frank Mrs Raymond Cole in Everett,
Mon.-Tues.: 2.00—6.30—8.40
Q
SA L V A T IO IM
morning service in the Kenyon !
follow. The public is cordially in of fellowship, study and discussion, Leonard and Pierce Harley are coMass.
Evening Show Starts
and
worship.
Monday,
Oct.
27.
apartment.
At
11.46,
Sunday
School
vited to attend this meeting.
chairmen.
W R K D -R O C K L A N D
Mrs. Lenora A. Black
With Feature
7.30 p .. m. at Camden, confbined
Girl Scouts’ Outing
The Traveling Lion, which Win
Mrs Lenora A. Black, age 50, wife
First Quarterly Conference of the
Around 30 Girl Scouts met Tues
terport held as of last week, is now
S U N .8 . 3 0 - 9 0 0 A M .
of Ernest Blackof Waldoboro died
Camden and Rockport Methodist
SUNDAY AND
day at the public beach for a hot
located In the Warren Lions Club, suddenly at her home Wednesday
Churches. Rev. Chancey D. Went
MONDAY ONLY
dog roast. Following the roast
and plans are being made for a morning. She was born in Portland
worth
of
Augusta. presiding.
The toughest skipper south of
the girls sat around the fire and
large delegation from this Club to February 27. 1902, the daughter of
Tuesday, 6.30 p. m. choir rehearsal.
Pago Pago . . . and the roughest
enjoyed group singing. The next
"try and get it" Wednesday night, Clinton and Isabel Lord Wood and
crew that ever sailed the South
Surprise Shower
meeting will be Tuesday night at
Nov. 5. at the regular meeting of has been a resident of Waldoboro
Seas bring you a spectacle-filled
Mrs. Donna Lermond was guest the Warren Lions d u b a t White
the Baptist Church, a Halloween
Technicolor adventure.
for twenty-four years. She was a Do yon want your future security
i$a riotman!
EVERYBODY IS TALKING
of honor a t a surprise post-nup Oak Grange at 630 p. m.
party will be held.
member of the Methodist Church served on a silver platter? Well,
ABOUT LUANA'S NATIVE
tial
shower
Tnursday
night
at
Next
week
the
speaker
will
be
who
doesn’t.
But
it
won't
just
hap
Band Parents
and Wirwurna Chapter, OES. of
DANCE!
pen, unless you do something about
MAUREEN;.
The Band Parents held a meeting the home of Mrs. Nancy Comp Eugene Wilhelm exchange teach Waldoboro.
it.
Today
is
the
day
to
start
saving
O 'H A iiA '
recently at the High School. A ton. Mrs. Lermond received many er from the Netherlands, now
Mrs. Black leaves besides het- toward that future through United
candy sale will be held Tuesday beautiful and useful gifts. A ttend teaching at Rockland High School. husband Ernest, two daughters. Mrs. States Defense Bonds. Today they
are even better—they’re more prof
a t the High School. A tag day will ing were Mis. Dor >thy Upham.
Esther Poland of South Windham,
— have a shorter maturity.
If Patrick Henry thought taxa and Ernestine of Waldoboro, two itable
be held Nov 15. Plans were made Mrs Mildred Rhodes, Mrs. Ada
ISREDHAIRED , ;
And if you now have maturing
Jackson.
Mrs.
Nina
Carroll,
Mrs.
tion without representation was sons. Edwin of Glastonbury and Series E Defense Bonds, you can
for a supper for the band parents
ANO WILLING}
) 5EN0 POAVfR «,(,!
Lena Tominskl, Mrs Gladys Kim bad, he should have seen it with
and memberConnond John of Waldoboro; one automatically < continue to earn
sone Rfoursts ro ‘
more interest by holding them up
b all Mrs. Elsie Hawkins. Mrs. M a representation.
step daughter, Mrs. Marguerite to as much as ten years longer. Yes, L
Church News
REV VERNON CARVER
rian Richards, Mrs. Charlotte F ar
PARAM O UNT
David of Waldoboro; three sisters. they’re even better now! And today
B aptist Church. Rev Carl W
PREVENTS
There is only one thing we
ley, Mrs. Joyce Ingraham. Mrs.
W ALDOBORO. M E.
Mrs. Lulu Myers of Dallas. Texas. is a good time to invest MORE in
Small: 10.45. Morning Worship;
Lillian Clough, Mrs. Esther Lane, Americans take more pride in than Mrs. Viola Alley of South Windham profitable Defense Bonds.
11.45, Church School; 6.15. Youth
Mrs. Betty Bowley. Mrs. Marion knocking down an enemy. That is and Mrs. Isabel LaGroe of Hale.
Fellowship; 7 p. m.. evening evan
IS THE IMPISH
Ingraham. Mrs. Marian Cash. Mrs. setting him up again.
Michigan and four grandchildren
gelistic service. Old-time preach
MARRJASE MOMER!
Margie Lermond. Mrs Elizabeth
ing and singing Thursday, 7 p.m.
Don't jay-walk.
Cross busy
Treile. Miss Janice Small, Miss
AND THE
mid-week prayer meeting and Bible
Carol Cash. Mrs. Helen Staples. streets only on cross-walks for
C
a
m
d
e
n
T
h
e
a
tre
•tudy.
Starring
your own safety Don't be a jay
M ethodist Church. Rev. John G Miss Judy Rhodes, Miss Patricia walker.
YVONNE DE CARLO
129*132
NOW!
$130
CASH
NITE!
Upham. Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, Mrs.
P. Sherburne; Annual Missionary
8REATtfTAKINGAND BEWRIt J
in Technicolor—Robert Young
JOHN IRELAND
Arlene Small, Misses Doris Rich
Sunday, 9.45, Divine worship; speJack Buetel, Janis Carter
H f f W a : J.Y A T IS p raM n n
JAMES CRAIG
ards, Candace Alexander. Barbara
JO M N r c R tr$ O K A T E S T TRIUMPH
"The Half-B reed"
xXVXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXN Thorndike. Judy Summerton. M ari
forresttucxer
T O N IG H T th r u S U N D A Y
lyn Gray, Dorothy Staples, and
2nd Smash Hit—t rammed
— DANCE —
LYLE BETIGER
with High Tension Drama!
W A L D O B O R O — T E L . 1M
Patricia Wentworth. Refreshments
EVER Y SATURDAY
__
— S, (CCHN COIOR
RICHARD ARLEN
Chas.
McGraw.
Marie
Windsor
E v ery E v e n in g a t 8.00. M a t in e e *
were served by the hostess.
MMsiwi mppii

ew s

JOHN
WAYNE

Spectacle-Filled
Adventure!

BARRY
n t u

TECHNICOLOR

r

WALDO theatre

]e Hall, South Cushing
Grange
E ALRL
l

S a t u r d a y a t 2.00. S u n d a y a t 3.00

MAXCY’S MESIC

A woman may race to get her
126-8-tf husband a gift, but it always ends
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxv in a tie.

A d m is s io n 50r, t a x in c .

L A S T T IM E

25

B u e te l, M a la P o w e r * .
B ill W illia m s in

r

SAME

PARTY

ERY MONDAY NIGHT
A t th e

nerican Legion Home
V E R IC K S T , R O C K L A N D
t r k B e e le a v e s W e e d ’s T a x i
W in te r S t , a t 7 J B a a d
at
S t a r ts 7J B P . M .
3 -6 -tf

“ R O S E O F C IM A R R O N ”

PUBLIC
CARD

PARTY

— I n N a tu r a l C o lo r —
SUNDAY AND M O NDAY
O C T O B E R 2 6 -2 7

TUESDAY, OCT. 28

C a r y G r a n t . M a r ily n M o n r o e ,

A T 8 P. M.

G in g e r R o g e r s , C h a r le s C o b u r n .

Congregational Church
Vestry

H u g h M a r lo w e in

( A u s p ic e * O d d * a n d E n d * )
; F o r r e s e r v a t io n * te l. M r*. R e lc h e l
9 1 8 - J o r M r*. H a r d e n te l. 2 3 1 -M

“M O N K E Y

"The

TODAY

OCTOBER
Jack

TH E o m r M A N

B U S IN E S S "

T U E S D A Y -W E D N E S D A Y
O C T O B E R 2 8 -2 9
J o a n C r a w fo r d , J a c k P a l a n c e

Gloria Grahame, Bruce Bennett
la

“SUDDEN FEAR”

N a r r o w M a r g in "
— Plus —
A Brand New Adventure Serial

“ King Of The Congo”
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
The Unforgettable Star of
“The Great Caruso" and
"Be Mv Love"

“RAWHIDE"

JOHN WAYNE-M4WEEN O’HARA
BARRY FITZGERALD

SHIM 1111(1

Johnny WEISSMULLER

W*HM
A lso — M O N D A Y

S T A R R IN G

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
N IG H T

-WARD BONO • VICTORMcLAGlEN
BllDRfO NATWICM• f RANC1S FORO
ARTHUR SHIELDS w
lAUll CADn
A8KY THUTRt PLAYERS •— » JUMN rUKU

HONEY-POT at 8.15

TYRONE POW ER and

ENDS SATU R DA Y
V ic t o r M a tu r e , E d m u n d G w e n n ,
P a t r ic ia N e a l

SUSAN HAYWARD

MARIO LANZA
Sings Again in

A D o u b le T h r ille r to CLOSE

"Because You're
M ine"

th e R o c k la n d D riv e -In

“ SOMETHING FOR
THE BIRDS”

— TODAY —
R O B E R T RYAN

“ HORIZONS WEST”

T h e a tre S eas o n

C o lo r b y T e c h n ic o lo r

W it h D o r e t t a M o rro w a n d

James Whitmore
XGJM.’i Sensational Musical
Technicolor
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high-charged a composer as ever

A r m y D ie titia n

Social Matters
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Johnson of
Harold Snowman was honored at
Vinalhaven are celebrating their a birthday supper party Monday
night given by his mother Mrs. A.
40th wedding anniversary today.
P. Snowman a t her home on Rock
Mrs. Knott C. Rankin entertained land street. The table was attract
the Christmas Sewing Club with ively decorated to carry out the
husbands as guests a t a picnic Halloween motif. The delicious sup
dinner Wednesday night a t her per included three birthday cakes.
home on Cedar street honoring Mr. Guests were: Augustua P. Snow
K n d Mrs. Leforest A. Thurston who man. R. H. Gilley, Thadeus (Buddy)
leaves soon for their W inter home Grotton, Ellery McClusky and John
in Florida.
Mason of Rockland, Kenneth Wil
son of Cushing, Arthur Luther.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter. Henry Benner and Forest Morris
Jr., were hosts to the C.C.C. Club of Port Clyde, Einar and Rolfe H an
Wednesday night at their Summer son of Warren and George Jacobs
home, Wirimaca, Lucia Beach, for of Union.
a picnic supper followed by an eve
ning of Canasta, game party and
S. H attie
Harkness, Camden
dancing. The Senters were pre street, recently spent the week with
sented a lawn marker, in the form her niece, Mrs. O. A. Harkness and
of a black cat bearing their names, family in Veazie.
by the group. Present were: Mr.
and Mrs. Boynton Maxey of War
At the all-day sewing session
ren, Mrs. Sadie Foster and Charles Tuesday for the Methodist Fair to
Jones of Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. be held Nov. 6, there were 27 pre
Clifton Carroll,
Camden, Mrs. sent. Luncheon was served with
flketty Van Fleet, Owl's Head, Mr. Mrs. Marjorie
MacFarland as
and Mrs. Louis Cook, Mr. and Mrs. chairman assisted by Mrs. Esther
K enneth Weeks, Mr. and Mrs. Wil Dolliver, Mrs. Fannie Dow and Mrs
liam Holden. J4r. and Mrs. Ken Lina Mountfort. Further plans were
neth Mignault, Mrs. Pearl Dodge, made for the luncheon and tea
Mrs. Jane Sackley and Mrs. Lor room which feature the Christmas
raine Van Fleet of Rockland.
Fair of Nov. 16.
Miss Mona Joyce accompanied
by Miss Elaine Hustus of Dixfield
and Miss Catherine Donahue of
Kingfield, all on the staff of the
Rumford
Community
Hospital,
were overnight guests Wednesday
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Robbins, New County road. They
were all in Augusta on Wednesday
take the State Board of Nursing
Examinations. They returned to
Rumford on Thursday.

The Knox County Colby Alumni
Association enjoyed a picnic at
Lermond Pond Thursday evening.
Hot dogs were roasted in the fire
place and coffee was furnished by
the Union members. It was voted
to establish a scholarship fund. The
next meeting will be with Mr. and
Mrs. Clayton Bitler, 307 Limerock
street. January 29. 1953.

The Women's Association of the
First Baptist Church will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Keating of Wednesdav afternoon at 2 30 in
Lee. Mass., are guests of Mrs. Henry the church parlors for a special
period of prayer.
Keating, Mechanic street.

Virginia still is considered tilted
sligh’ly toward Democratic nomi
nee Adlai Stevenson.
That Eisenhower W ill Break Once shaky Kentucky, now exI pected to go Democratic, has been
Into Solid South, Say
! replaced in the doubtful column by
Editors
! neighboring Tennessee.
Dixie newsmen
regard Gen.
In addition to Kentucky, news
Eisenhower as an even money bet men believe Alabama, Arkansas,
Georgia. Mississippi. North and
to break into the "Solid South.”
Editors and political correspond South Carolina. Oklahoma and
en ts taking part in a second mid- West Virginia—with a total of 87
October survey for The Associated I votes—are about as sure for StePress can't see the general and the j venson as anything can be In polGOP as making any titanic sweep Ittlcs.

"E ve n M o n e y B et"

of 14 Southern and border states.
They do believe somewhere along
widely scattered fronts—-from Vir
ginia to Florida to Texas and at
such points in between as Louisi
ana and Tennessee, it is possible
For Dixie, this is a political year
without parallel. The Southland
has been wooed ardently. In per
son. for the first time, by both pre
sidential candidates.
In return. Southerners are carry
ing on a heavy flirtation with Re
publican nominee Eisenhower, and
probably will reward him with the
^ingest outpouring of votes ever ac
corded the OOP below the Mason
and Dixon Line. At the same time,
they evidently are going to hold
out enough ballots to make sure
most of Dixie and the border States
stick to their traditional love of the
Democratic party.
At this point It is by no means
sure t h a t • Eisenhower can take a
single state in this group, B ut if
the election were held today news
men from the area think he would
have just about a 50-50 chance at
Texas. Louisiana and Florida and
their 44 electoral votes.

*

WANTED
Part Time and Full Time

W AITRESSES
Apply Manager

Hotel Rockland

HENRY E, CODONS
Henry E. Conuns. 76. a resident
of South Orrington died suddenly
in New York a t the home of his
son, Jerome H. Comins. Oct. 14.
He was born in East Eddington,
Dec. 26. 1875, son of Jerome and El
la Davis Comins.
He was employed by the Maine
Central Railroad for 43 years prior
to his retirem ent in 1940.
Mr. Comins was a 50-year mem
ber of Eureka Lodge IOOF. at O r
rington, having been a past noble
grand of th a t lodge. He was a mem
ber of the Ralph T Pollard Lodge,
AP&AM of Orrington. He also was
a 32d Degree Mason having been
a member of Anah Temple, Order
of the Mystic Shrine of Bangor.
He is survived by his wife, Alice
of South Orrington; a daughter.
Mrs Frederick Cates of Rockland;
a son of New York City: a brother
J. Herbert Comins of East Edding
ton; three grandchildren and three
great grandchildren and one niece
and one nephew
Funeral services were held at
South Orrington Methodist Church
with committal services by Dr.
John Smith Lowe at Achom ceme
tery, Rockland.

Don’t jav-walk
Cross busy
streets only on cross-walks for
your own safety. Don't be a jay
128-130
walker.
129"132

lived."

Incidentally Toscanini will con
duct the opening concert of the
MBS Symphony’s 1952-53 season on
Saturday. Nov. 1, in Carnegie Hall.
As in previous years the hour-long
by
Second Lieutenant Jeanne S h er
concert will start at 6.30 p. m. He
burne. Women's Medical Specialist
will conduct 14 concerts. The po
G ladys S. H eistad
r
dium will be shared by Guido Can
All Readers of The
Corps, of 56 Mountain street. Cam
telli, who will lead eight broad
<
den, has completed a dietetic in 
Courier-Gazette Are
casts. Toscanini has planned a
ternship at Walter Reed Army Hos
Invited to Send Service
It is a heartwarming thing to see per last week about Walter Piston, four-week Beethoven cycle, cul
pital, W ashington,. D. C., and has
Items for This Column.
been assigned to the U. S. Army |
a man honored in his own home a native of this city and one of the 1minating in Missa Solemins; the
second act of Gluck's "Orpheus and
Hospital, Fort Leonard Wood, Mo
town in recognition of contribution foremost American musicians of
the present day, it may be of inter Eurydice," an all Martuccl pro
Lieutenant Sherburne is a grad
he has made to the good of that
est to you to know how his new gram. and an all-Debussy one.
uate of New Jersey College for
• • • •
town through his work and his Symphony No. 4. played by the
Women, New Brunswick, N. J., and
And
speaking
of orchestras—an
character An occasion of just this Boston Symphony last week, has
with 10 other young college women
automobile firm has arranged to
been
received.
nature
was
the
reception
tendered!
entered upon her hospital dietetic
sponsor the coast-to-coast radio
It is quite unusual to find two [
internship a year ago
George W. Foster a t the Art Muse- I One reviewer mentioned that broadcasts of the New York Phil
Rock’and
young
men serving j
G raduation exercises for the in
um last Sunday under the spon- this work, given its premiere two harmonic-Symphony Orchestra this
terns were held at Walter Reed Ar aboard the same ship in the Far
sership of the Rubinstein Club in seasons ago by the Minneapolis! Fall and Winter at a cost of 81,100,East, but the government's item in ,
my Medical Center. Major G eneral
have been 000 The price paid by the sponsor
tribute to his 63 years in music Symphony, should
the Thursday issue concerning i
Paul H Streit. Commanding G en
heard in Boston—Piston’s own com covers the cost of air time, fees for
which
he
has
served
with
the
integ
AerogTapher's M ate Jim A. Bra
eral of the Center, made the com
rity that is ingrained in his char m unity-long before this, but has musicians and compensation to
zier of Grove street, this city, ’
mencement address. Lietutenant
acter. It was an occasion long to tens to explain that doubtless it the Philharmonic-Symphony So
Colonel Hilda M. Lovett, Chief of aboard the USS Mount McKinley
be remembered by the outpouring would have been had Charles ciety.
brought
the
word
th
a
t
he
is
a
ship
Dietitian Section, Women's Medi
of friendship
and appreciation Munch, Boston Symphony’s direct
Dimitri Mitrropoulos will conduct
mate
of
Ensign
Clifford
Harper
of
cal Specialist Corps, presented the
shown
for
this
m
an
who has tuned | or, not been absent part of last 18 of the 28 broadcast concerts—
Rockland.
Ensign
Harper
is
a
son
diplomas.
practically every piano in this vi- Jseason.
Mr. Mitropoulos' is the orchestra's
of Mrs. Evelyn H arper and the late
cinity
over the years and at the j This particular reviewer says in ■regular director. Guest conductors
Frank Harper. Another son. Rich
same time held individual regard part ‘Though Mr. Pistons Fourth will include Bruno Walter. George
M a in e C h a p te r M e t ard Harper Sic arrived in Norfolk, j
by the quiet graciousness of his appears to be less granitic than nis Azell and Guido Cantelli.
Va.. yesterday aboard the U SS!
Third, it is infused with vitality,
Who is the sponsor? Wlllys-Ovpersonality.
Carrituck,
fresh
from
the
big
n
a
'
Daughters Of Founders and val operation off Norway.
During this reception the thought Jan impelling drive, and brilliant erland, the third company to buy
Patriots Of America Hold
• • • •
must have come to many, I am sure, i color. As performed by the Boston sponsorship in the five seasons the
Annual Session Here.
Mrs. Bessie O'Sullivan has re
how wonderful it is to show honor Symphony, the first three move broadcasts have been sponsored.
ceived word from her son, Pet.
to someone who is a p art of the life ments appear to be particularly
The Maine Chapter Daughters
Through the thought of Lillian
Kenneth C. Robinson, who enlisted !
of the city and this section. It is so , impregnated with musical interest.
of Founders and Patriots of Amer
July 8 and entered service Sept. 15.
easy to overlook the worthy ones | The last movement, at one hearing,; Whitmore. I have before me the
ica met at the Copper Kettle, in
He is taking his Basic Training at
who are with us every day. yet is impressive for its rhythm and program which William Harms is
Rockland, Thursday, Oct. 23. with Indiantown Gap. Mil. Res., Pa. He
whose work and standards of life spash, but its ideas are less tena to present at the Isabella Stewart
Patricia Ann Weir
12 members and four guests present is in the R. A. Infantry.
cious in the mind of the listener." Gardner Museum in Boston to
are examples for us to emulate.
•'Eligibility to membership in
Patricia Ann Weir, age 19. daugh
We take so much for granted
The work was enthusiastically morrow (Oct. 26 at 2 p. m.) Mr.
this organization is restricted to a
A lc Donald A. Lunt has been ter of Mrs. Lillian McMahon of 354 th at we become unaware of those received, and Mr. Piston came to Harms will play works by Gluck,
descendant in an unbroken p ater promoted to rank of S Sgt. He is Broadway, Rockland, is completing
around us, yet by one of those the front of the hall, shook hands Chopin, Efrem Zimballst ("Impres
nal line of either father or mother the son of Mr and Mrs. Otis M her AF basic airmen indoctrination
strange quirks of hum an nature, we with Mr Munch and the concert sions for Piano") and the Straussfrom an ancestor who settled in any Lunt of 56 Thomaston street, Rock course at Lackland Air Force Base,
go "all out" for people sometimes master, and acknowledged the ap Godowsky arrangement of themes
of the 13 original colonies of what land. and is married to the former ; the “Gateway to the Air Force."
from "Die Fledermaus." The Zlmwho are less endowed than those plause of his listeners.
• ♦ * •
is now the United States of America Ellen Newman of Owl’s Head. S Sgt.
baiist work, consisting of nine
who
are
right
here
among
us.
It
If
I
ever
saw
Mr.
Piston
in
his
prior to May 13. 1687 and has an Lunt is stationed a t MacDill Air
Pvt. Arnold Wiley, who comple
has always been th at way—it will Rockland days, when he was a very short pieces, is being given in
ancestor of the same name who Force Base. Florida, and is an in ted his basic training at Indian
doubtless continue to be that way. young boy. it has completely faded Boston for the first time. We wish
town Gap Military Reservation,
proved his loyalty, etc., at th e time structor in Judo.
But it might not were we to think from my mind, but I did see him at we might hear Mr. Harms, for we
* * » *
of the American Revolution.”
Penn., is passing a furlough in
hear him all too little during his
more
deeply.
Bowdoin Oollpge not too many years
Army PFC John Morin, son of W arren with his parents, Mr. and
L etters of regret a t not being
It was a wonderful gesture for ago when one of his works was Summer visits in Rockport.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A
rthur
Morin
of
1
able to attend were read from eight
Mrs. Alford Wiley. He will report
I note on the back of this pro
members residing in far away p l a - }Spring street. Camden, recently for duty Nov. 2, at Camp Kilmer. the Rubinstein Club to make—th is . played by the Curtis String Q uar gram th at the Curtis String Q uar
reception
for
Mr.
Foster—and
it
tet.
At
that
time
he
came
to
the
participated
in
a
large-scale
NATO
N. J
ces in the State.
was a gesture made in sincerity front to acknowledge the applause, tet will play at the Gardner Muse
•• • •
The meeting opened with prayer, field maneuver in southern Ger
and affection in recognition of the | and I remember him as a stocky um Sunday, Nov. 9
pledge of allegiance to the Flag many. He has now returned to h is' Neil C. Libby, son of Mr. and
•*• •
great service he has rendered to solid looking individual, reminding
station
at
Gablingen.
Private
First
Mrs.
Guy
Libby
of
6
Meadow
road.
and reports. Four applicants names
An article in Musical America
musical
interests
for
many
years—
one perhaps of a successful busi says “The
were read and voted upon to be Class Morin, a member of the 28th Thomaston, was recently advanced
Israel Philharmonic
think of it—sixty three years!
ness man rather than the artist.
come members upon acceptance of Division's 109th In fantry Regiment, to the rate of yeoman first class.
brought is 16th season to a close
• • • •
If
he
has
kept
a
record
of
the
|
has
been
in
Europe
since
last
USN.
Stationed
at
U.
8.
Naval
Air
their papers by the National Society
tiie middle of August with a se
The many in this section who re ries of open-air concerts conducted
whose headquarters are in W ash November. He entered the Army Station. Jacksonville, Fla.. Liob is pianos he has tuned in those 63
in March 1951
assigned to the Flag Administrative years, it would be a staggering fig member Ralph Berkowitz In the by Milton Katims. The American
ington. D. C.
* » ♦ *
ure, one that would be difficult days when the music colony at
Unit.
In 1896 a chapter of Sons of
conductor, making his debut with
•• • •
Cpl. John H. Crockett, son of Mr.
for us to believe. And Just to say Rockport was in its flower will be
Founders and Patriots was estab and Mrs. Ralph Crockett, of War
the orchestra, led 14 concerts, in
Army Cpl. Alan R. Elwell. 21 Cor that he has tuned these innumer
interested to know that he is to five of .which Shura Cherkassky,
lished and to date has 800 members ren is with the army in Korea his
liss street. Bath. Me., arrhed in able pianos isn't the whole s to ry have a one-man show of oil paint pianist, was the soloist, also making
In 1898 the women formed a sim i address. Cpl. John H. Crockett, U
Alaska this week to participate in lor he has dedicated his work, go
ings this Winter in the Ellen Don his debut here. The conductor and
lar organization. "Steadfast for S. 51008667, Hqrs. Btry. 24th AAA
“Exercise Warm Wind, ' the joint ing on call at all hours, staying
ovan Gallery in Philadelphia. Mr pianist have been invited to re
God and Country" was the motto Gun Bn. APO 301
Postmaster, Arm;. -Air Force arctic maneuver around for concerts to see that pi
Berkowitz, pianist and dean of the appear next season.” The article
adapted by the men.
San Francisco. Calif.
scheduled for November 8-31.
anos were entirely right, working Berksnire Music Center, is an ex
The object of the women’s soci
originated at Tel Aviv.
legardless of the clock, and never tremely active musician and his
ety is (1) to "associate congenial
In this connection I might say
by: chaulain. Mrs. Harold Blod Creighton. Mr. and Mrs Nelson charging more than a nominal fee. name has become increasingly im
women whose ancestors struggled
that the name of Shura Cherkas
gett; treasurer. Miss Mabel Sted Calderwood. A special feature will
And
speaking
of
Mr.
Foster
being
portant with the years. Memories sky will awaken memories in Rock
for life, liberty, home and happi
man; color bearer, Mrs. Frederick be on the program along with a dedicated to his work reminds me of his Rockport days center pre
ness in this land when it was a
port since he studied during several
Halloween program
Lovejoy.
of an essay titled "Why Work?” by haps around the marvelous one
new and unknown country, and
Summer seasons there with Josef
The MYF of the Methodist Dorothy Sayers, an English w riter, piano, four hands. progTam which
The next meeting of this Society
whose lines of descent come
Hofmann, and appeared in at least
Church will hold its meeting Sun who has recently become known to he and Vladimir ("billy”) Sokoloff
will be held in May 1953.
through patriots who sustained the
one concert in Rockport's Town
day. Oct. 26 at 7 o'clock. Young me.
gave at the Boat Barn, of music Hall. He used to come over to our
Colonies in the struggle for inde- I
people of teen age are invited to
This essay in its pithy and i written for th at medium and little
pendence in the Revolutionary War.
house to see Leon Zawisza but we
attend.
thoughtful remarks about the v a l-; known except through the research
(2i to teach reverent regard for
never felt we got to know him since
Pioneer Grange regular meeting ue of work can apply to Mr. Foster
U
N
IO
N
the two pianists had made.
the name, history, character, deeds
he was rather indrawn and "dif
Tuesday.
Oct.
21,
at
which
time
the
MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
in many of its statem ents. For in- j
and heroism of the founders of this
ferent.' He has gone far in his pro
Correspondent
first and second degrees were con stance—in one place Miss Sayers'
country and of their descending
Toscanini's London concerts were fession. becoming better known in
Telephone 10-24
ferred on Lloyd Tolman Deputy says: "The only rew ard work can
generations, to inculcate p atrio t
Earl Tolman of West Rockport was give you is the satisfaction of be received beyond the wildest expec Europe and other points abroad
tations. even though great tilings than in this country.
ism in the present and succeeding
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Hannan of present for inspection. The sup holding its perfection." And again: were expected. A London corres
generations, and to commemorate
per
committee
served
lobster
stew
Work takes all and gives nothing pondent for the New York Times
OCTOBER HILLSIDE
events of the history of the Colon- ! Union are announcing the marriage for refreshments.
but itself; and to serve the work is'
of their daughter, Miss Thelma
said "Tonight (Sept. 29) was a red- Here on this hill
ies and of the Republic. (3) to dis
Elects New Officers
Hannan of Union and Camden, to
a labour of pure love.” And s till;
The last green trace
cover and preserve family records,
Seven Tree Grange held their again, which perhaps is the m ost' letter one for London music lovers
Charles
S
K
night
of
Camden,
son.
as Arturo Toscanini, after a 13- Of Summer lies
and history otherwise unw ritten
of Mrs. Ruth K night of Camden. I election of officers Wednesday fitting of all: “If your heart is not;
Beneath the lace.
and unknown of the first Colonists,
evening with the following elect wholly in the work, the work will year absence, conducted the Philharmonia Orchestra at the Royal Of golden leaves.
th eir ancestors and descendants. and the late Leon K night, the wedding an event of Oct. 11 at Union/ ed to serve:
not be good, and work that is n o t;
<4> in time of War to obtain and
And songs wind-spun
Linwood Hilt, master; David good serves neither God nor the Festival Hall. The program was all
The single ring ceremony was per
tragiv
"Overture” Vie with our laughter
forward supplies for Army and Na
Carroll, overseer. Juanita Hawes, community." I am certain that Mr 1Brahnjs—the
formed
by
Rev.
John
H
Baxter
of
vy Hospitals.
In the sun.
lecturer; Robert Farris, steward; Foster has approached his work in Symphony No. 1 in C and the Sec
Union.
Money was appropriated toward
Ethel M. Kincher
Doris Miller, chaplain; Bessie Car- this manner all his life—it has been ond Symphony in D. The 85-yearAttendants
of
th
e
couple
were
the restoration
by photostatic
roll, treasurer; Aubyne Hawes, sec a “labour of pure love,” an expres old conductor can rarely have re JWOKJWMBKJOW3S3KMBWMCWOBSR
ceived a more enthusiastic welcome
m eans of early Maine records, and Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Thomas of Lin retary’: David Lloyd, gatekeeper;
sion of himself, and thereby he has than was accorded to him by the
certain books of historical value for colnville.
Evelyn Hilt, Ceres; Harriet Carroll,
The bride wore powder blue with Pomona; Ann Farris, Flora; George had the satisfaction of “beholding audience of 3.500
the Boys a t Opportunity Farm in
perfection" for we know he never
corsage
of
American
Beauty
roses.
New Gloucester. Maine.
"At 8 p. m. the curtain screening Z "We Carry All Three Speeds” J
Day. executive committee for three has left the "field" until his work
Present at the beautifully ap  Mr and Mrs. K night left on a mo years.
file door through which Mr. Tos
was perfect or as near perfect as he
pointed table for luncheon were: tor trip through the White Moun
canini was to enter was drawn
The assistant stewards were not
TOP KIT
Mrs. Basil E. Lamb; Mrs. Jam es tains after the wedding, Mrs. elected. Plans were made for In ' could make it.
aside and he walked briskly to the
Those
whose
pianos
he
has
tuned
Patterson. Mrs. Morris McDonald, Knight wearing a navy suit topped stallation on Nov. 12. Grange ac
rostrum. The crash of welcoming
TUNES
all of Portland, Mrs Frederick with a fur cape for her going away cepted a gift of 4125 from the can never forget the sheer music applause ended only when he raised
he
could
produce
with
just
a
few
Lovejoy. Mrs. Harry Newman and ensemble. On their return they are Ladies' Circle, which they netted
his baton to conduct the national {YOU belong to me .
Jo Stafford)
Mrs. Ernest Odell of Farm ington; making their home at 812 Middle from recent fair. Refreshments of chords or runs or bits of melody— anthem. At the end of the first
an utterly marvelous touch and
Mrs. Ezra White and Mrs. Helen street, Bath.
cider and doughnuts were served.
symphony, the audience rose to its Z i went to your
such a sense of melodic combina
Patti Page J
Burpee Larsen of Waterville; Mrs
Mrs. Knight is a graduate from
feet, applauding and cheering. As j w edding .
tions. And with this melodic gift
A
costume-dance
will
be
held
Jo Stafford
C harles Rose of Tenants Harbor. Union High School, and has been
lie turned to go down the two steps : JAMBALAYA,
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs. Joshua employed as cook a t Camden Com the evening of Oct. 31 at the he brought to us the manners of off the rostrum. Mr. Toscanini al {WISH YOU WERE HERE.
Thompson Memorial Auditorium in what we call the “old school"— most fell, but he recovered to come <
Eddie U sher
Southard, Mrs Leforest T hurston munity Hospital.
and Miss Marion Weidman of
The bridegroom, employed by the j Union, benefit the School Lunch courtesy, gentleness, kindness, dig- back for further applause."
»MEET MR. CALLAHAN,
J
Mitch Miller
Rockport, Mrs. William Talbot and Hyde Windglass Co . in Bath, was Dining Hall Fund. Prizes will be , nity—qualities most of us today are
The ballot for the 3,261 seats for
Mrs. Lyford B. Ames, guests.
graduated from
Camden High awarded the best costumes and a in need of.
• Free Records with our Club Plan
each
performance
allotted
some
How fortunate we are that he is
A floral centerpiece on the lunch School. He is a member of King grand time Is In store. The affair
tickets to persons who had had the
eon table consisted of blue, gold and David's Lodge of Masons of Lin is being sponsored by the Union able to continue in his work al good fortune to see Mr. Toscanini
though
as
must
be
expected
due
to
L ion s Club.
128*131
red flowers, emblematic of the col colnville.
Ins years he cannot take on the ter during his previous visits to Eng
ors of the State and National «%>"
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Barker, Mrs.
4 Mail Orders PromutlT Filled
A man has reached middle age rifically full program he followed land and others to the new genera
clety .
i Christine Barker. Mrs. Marie Butler
tion of music lovers—the teen-agers AxVkYXYXXXXXXW
when
the
girl
he
winks
at
thinks
year
after
year!
The
reception
last
New officers elected for 1962-83 were in Portland Thursday.
Sunday must have convinced him who know him only from record
President. Mrs Ernest Odell; cor
Practice meetings have begun for he has something in his eye
I
how deeply entrenched he is !n our ings. These, armed with miniature
responding secretary, Mrs. Harry both boys and gtrls in the basket
scores of the music being played,
affections and respect.
Newman; historian. Mrs. Basil ball teams from Union High
were dotted all over the auditorium.
B
U
Y
T
H
E
T
IR
E
S
Diverging
from
Mr
Foster
for
Lamb, registrar, Mrs. Horace CrosEarl Butler, Robert Heath, Carl
The young enthusiasts started to
the
moment,
the
Rubinstein
Club
Heath. Gilbert Doughty, Eugene'
queue up on Saturday for standing
Y O U NEED N O W
>XXYXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV»} Doughty and William Doughty 1
j merits warm praise for thinking of
room tickets a t the back and sides
this
gesture.
To
my
way
of
think
BIG NIGHT AT PLEASANT
have been a t G reenbush the past ’
All Types of Commercial
of the hall. No sooner had these
A
n
d
P
a
y
a
s
L
it
t
le
as
ing such a gesture is far more val
VALLEY GRANGE - OCT. 28
week on a hunting trip, with the i
been sold than a queue started for
Photography;
G ro u p s ,
uable than working on some vague
Heaths and the Doughtys the lucky ,
Halloween Social. Plant Sale.
the similar tickets for Wednesday’s
W
e
d
d
i
n
g
s
,
Industrial,
i
project
of
the
National
Federation
hunters, each bringing home a deer.I
and Other Entertainment
concert.
of Music Clubs, shall we say. even
M a r i n e and insurance,
Kupples Klub of the Methodist j
If you're a candidate.
The music critics just went to
Please don't be late.
though we do not mean to belittle
Church will hold their first meeting
Aerial.
If you like to eat.
those efforts. We all know Mr Fos town with their reviews. One even
of the season Wednesday. Oct 29
There will be a treat.
!
said:
"To6car.ini
belongs
to
the
ter's ability in his profession and
with 630 p. m„ supper and pro
If you don't come.
his high standard in Ute. yet we all world of heroes rather than of or
>You'll miss some fun:
gram. Committee In charge of
But, if you're there.
TEL. 907 or 770
are a little more aware ol him now dinary men." Another said: "Tos
supper are Mr. and Mrs Herbert
Y o u 'll h a v e y o u r s h a r e
canini took up his baton to trans
A LL W O R K G U A R A N T E E D
• than we were before. I t Is good.
Hawes, Mr. and Mrs Earl Butler.
9 7 * tl
form Brahms for us from a lum• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. William Robbins:
B E S E E IN G Y O U ?
F o llo w in g t h e a r t i c le In t h is p a  | bering Teuton into as tense and
program. Mr. and Mrs. John

Camden Girl Assigned To
Fort Leonard Wood As
She Graduates
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S T E A M B O A T

NOTES OF A WORKING POULTRYMAN

Y A R N S

The Courier-Gazette introduces a writer today who. for the moment,
wishes to remain unidentified. He will discuss poultry problems each
week from the working ponltryman's angle of the industry. His articles
will rover the field as he sees It from week to week, taking up situations
which confront local egg and broiler producers.
He is a poultryman located within Knox County and one who has
made, and Is making, a study of the industry from the growers and egg
producers' angle.
He will welcome discussions on poultry from other poultrymen. Let
ters addressed to "The Working Poultryman” in care of The CourierGazette will be delivered to him promptly.

o f S h ip s a n d M e n
John M. R ich a rd so n

..
The Penobscot River Cimbria, built by the Pai hours of Brewer for their Bangor - Bar Harbor run.
She was one of the most successful of the river flee t. She ended her days In Chicago In 1922 after having
been driven from the river by railroad competition. The craft was named for the famous Russian Cimbria
men;:oned In this issue.
By Paul D. Tapley

The fine reproduction of a photo
graph of the little steamer "Clmbrta" in the February issue of the
"Bangor Commercial," is surely one
of the must colorful, and nostalgic
pictures of one of our early downeast steamers I have seen. I have a
good collection of picture." of c r
old favorites, too. I must say, “hats
off," to H. L. Rand of Brewer for
perpetuating a photo, of such a
fine example of our early Sunday
afternoon picnic mode of transporation during the steamboat era
of the '90's.
And, what an era it was! Almost
as many steamers plying the rivers
and bays as there are busses today.
They were so thick enroute in some
places that they had to "up bell
rope.” and. "down with the whistle
cord," to avoid a collision A col
lision in those days meant real
disaster and discomfort, with first
aid stations few and far away.
When it was thick fog roundin'
Dice's Head, or trying to make the
bell of Seguin, or some such place,
merely a hazy memory today; it
took real moral courage, a well
rounded tummy, and far seeing eyes
that could penetrate through a
thick bit of weather of even Lon
don pea soup calibre.
But what do I know about all of
this steamboat lore and its history

I anyway? The fun and sport of the
trips, many of which wound up In
a race, In dead earnest, for the
next landing, with a steam er of a
rival line. Practically nothing; ex
cept what I have been told when
listening to yarns of th e good old
days, spun as freely and friendly
as the gold sands passing through
the hour glass on the m antle. Gold
sands of time, which for the little
steam er and her Cap’n and crew of
yesteryear are but a memory. I
have seen but two or th ree of the
Uttler steamers which have kept
alive the mo6t familiar and loveable
memories for those few old friends
who used to shop in our towns and
way places on a week end travel
ling by steamer “Silver S ta r”, shall
I say. Or the "Percy V,” of which
my dad was treasurer, m anager and
general overseer.
B ut memories come about in
m any ways. Besides, we have that
wonderful and m asterful book.
"Steamboat Lore." by Richardson,
which has pictorially and remin
iscently preserved for us the stories
of th e sturdy steam kettles which
were always puffing along the same
way on schedule three days a week,
or every day. Barring unforseen
accident, the old w atch In the
m aster's pocket, likened unto a
turnip, told that "she” was on time
Just as well as the electric musical

clocks of today announce the next
departure of a double decker.
Now for the little Incident which
I meant to mention tn the first
place, but have diverged into the
past for a moment, sailing along
the Baggaduce on the "Golden
Rod" to arrive a t Tapley's wharf
West Brooksville. Thence on uncle's
high wheel express wagon over the
hills to G randfather's house! A
highwheeler, with old "Victor"
hitched to the fills. I can tell you
from experience, would scare the
hair right tip straight, and "gone
with the wind" of the average kid
of tender years; who. however is
happy today to cover a trip of a
thousands miles in a sleek and
shiny plane, in less time th an it
took the "Cimbria” to haul in the
hawser and away to Mount Desert.
(To be continued'
[Paul D Tapley of Ellsworth is a
member of the well known steam 
boat minded family of Tapleys of
Ellsworth and indulged in a charm 
ing. if nostalgic soliloquy recently
in the Ellsworth American. His
theme was the fast vanishing days
of transportation of passengers in
steam propelled vessels on the
Maine Ooast. The Casco Bay Lines
alone now carry the tradition, op
erating three steam passenger ves
sels, survivors of a once great
fleet.]
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The Russian steamer Cimbria as she appeared at Southwest Harbor In 1878.

States Position

N a tio n w id e Poll

Trustees Speak In Regard Shows Republicans Out In
To Maine State RetireFront Except In “ Solid
ment System
South”
The Eoard of Trustees of the
Maine State Retirement System
wish to make a clear-cut statement
with respect to a recently pub
lished report in the press of a h ear
ing held before the Legislative
Budget Committee at which time
some discussion was held relative
to a study of the feasibility and or
desirability of integrating Federal
Social Security benefits with the
Maine State Retirement Plan.
The Board of Trustees of the
Maine State Retirement 8j"stem
propose to submit to the Legisla
ture, either In the form of a Joint
order or a resolve, the suggestion
that this Board be instructed t o
make a careful and thorough study
of the possibility of integration of
Social Security benefits and the
State Retirem ent Plan, be given
the authority to employ technical
and actuarial assistants as must of
necessity be done and to that end
will undoubtedly Include In the or-

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

A A A nW rA *
SNOW and MUD
RETREADING

Two weeks In advance of the
presidential election th e Gallup
i Poll makes public the result of its
nationwide canvass:
Party Preferences

(Before and after allocation of
undecided)
Rep Dem. UND
48% 37% 15%
N. England,
47
52
—
UND. 2-to-l,
48
—
52
UND. 3-to-l,
45% 41% 14%
M Atlantic,

—
50
50
UND. 2 -to-l,
—
49
51
UNO. 3-tO-l,
46% 36% 18%
E. Central.
52
43
—
UND. 2-to-l,
—
50
50
UND. 3-to-l.
50% 37% 13%
W Central,
54
46
—
UND. 2-to-l,
—
UND. 3-to-l,
47
S3
36% 50% 14%
South,
56
—
UND. 2 -to-l.
41
—
40
00
UND. 3-to-l,
Far West,
40% 38% 13%
47
—
UND 2-tO-l.
53
48
—
52
UND. 3-to-l,
Here is the vote today for candidate preference both before allocation of the undecided and after
allocation on a 2-to-l and a 3-to-l
basis:
Candidate Preference

der or resolve a request for an ap (Before and After Assocation of
undecided)
propriation to carry out this work.
Ike Stev. UND
No one at this point knows Just
52% 38% 12%
w hat might or might no t be the N. England,
—
UND 2 -to-l,
56
44
advantages. If any, of a n Integra
—
UND. 3-to-l,
45
55
tion of the two plans. I t Is felt by
48% 39% 12%
th e Board however th a t In complete M. Atlantic,
—
UND. 3-to-l.
53
47
fairness to all concerned th a t a
—
UND. 3-to-l.
52
48
thorough study be made of the sit
E. Central,
48% 37% 14%
u a tio n .
46
UND. 2-to-l,
M
—
In their opinion such a study
—
47
UND. 3-to-l,
53
would take several m onths and any W. Central,
54% 37% 0%
report In connection therewith
—
UND. 2-to-l,
57
43
could not be ready for Legislative
—
UND. 3-to-l.
56
44
consideration for a t least another South,
41% 47% 12%
■tw o years.
—
UND 2 -to -l,
45
55
The Board wishes to point out
—
56
UND. 3 -to-l.
44
' m ost emphatically th a t its pur Far West
53% 37% 10%
poses are to protect all the rights.
—
UND. 2-to-l,
56
44
' privileges and benefits now pro—
UND. 3-to-l.
H
45
j vlded for In the la w to a l l the mem
bers of the State System.
Advertise i s T h e C ourier-O asette

S oil C onservation
By Roy Gross. Soil Conserva
tion Service, Waldoboro.

The K ille r H our

highway deaths, he sold.
Pointing out that both p e d e s t r ia n

Motorists Are Warned By
ALA That It Is Now At
Hand

peak ln October and November, he
advised motorists to "drive as
though an accident was about to
happen” and pedestrians to “act
as though each car were a killer."
The only ways to avoid accidents,
he said, are:
1. Slow down.
2. Obey all traffic regulations to
the letter.
3. Make sure you have good
treads on your tires.
4 Make sure your brakes are

and

m o t o r is t

d ea th s

reach

th e ir

Albert Harjula, Thomaston, re
cently installed slightly over 2000
Between daylight and dark Is
linear feet of waterways. The work
known
as the killer hour during
' was done with a bulldozer at a
nominal cost
These waterways the Fall months, motorists are
I serve to lea dthe w’ater off and are warned by the Automobile Legal
slightly deepened for additional Association.
Most of the information about receive a premium of from 30 to 35 drainage
on
the
imperfectly
"Deaths from automobile acci
the poultry Industry cornea from cents a dozen for their eggs to off- drained sol’s . The waterways are dents in October and November
____
.
.
. . .
set the expense of roosters and ex- about 15 feet wide and eight inches between 4 p. m. and 8 p. m. almost
those who are experts, or a t least
tra care of the eggs,
deep. The construction was com double those ln Summer months,"
supposed to be experts. Now an ex_ ,. .. . ,, ..
y
I realize th a t all the poultry folk pleted too late for seeding this Philip C. Thibodeau, general man a d j u s t e d p r o p e r ly .
pert Is rarely a working poultry- ln
are famJllar Kith the Fall. A cover crop of W inter rye ager of the ALA, warned.
5. Have your headlights focused
man. so It Is quite natural th at foregoing, but I thought I might will be used to prevent erosion
Slippery leaves and glazed roads properly.
there are numerous disagreements present some of this material at the until the seeding is done next are responsible for many of the
and quite frequently the m an in start in hopes th at I may interest Spring.
the henhouse is the winner. I am )ay readers in the interior workCharles Adams, Jefferson, has his farm this season, has them all
a working poultryman and I hope ings of our industry. I plan to go nearly completed the construction seeded and they are supporting a
from time to time to bring you some inside the poultry houses and other of a farm pond to provide stock very good cover to control erosion.
fact and fancy about the poultry plants from time to time, so that water. The designs were prepared
The construction season is about
Industry th at you would not hear you can see just what is going on. by the district personnel. The site ended and has been a very busy
otherwise.
______
was too wet and springy to perm it one. Most of the construction has
S O C IA L I T E M S
Lest you think th at I am belittlMother always laughs at father's the use of a bulldozer ln the nor been drainage, waterways ar.d
A P P R E C IA T E D
lng the experts, let me say at the jokes, not because they are clever, mal water level area, so practically farm ponds. Those wishing tech
W
rite
or Telephone
outset th at we poultry-men and but because she Is.
all of the fill was taken from a nical information on any of this
women depend gTeatly on the val-----------------borrow bank. A drag line was used type of work for next season should
1 0 4 4 or 7 7 0
uable advice we receive from the
A new hat usually gives a woman to enlarge the storage area.
make application at once, In order
The Courier-Gazette
University Experiment Station and enough courage to tell her husbad Paul Hilton, Aina who constructed to allow sufficient time to make
83-a w
Laboratory and the servicemen, how much it cost.
a lot of drainage and waterways on the necessary surveys and designs.
representing various grain com- j --------------------------------------------panles. Studies and laboratory work
O N L Y AT D A Y 'S JEWELRY STORES
have brought gTeat advances ln
the constant fight against disease
and some diseases th at used to
bring fear to the heart of every
poultry men are now conquered or
’wSP*
at least under control.
Thirty years ago the laying hen
reigned supreme tn her small do
main. The size of the average lay
ing flock was barely 200 while the
man with 500 hens was a big pro
ducer. Today, I am told th a t the
average flock numbers around 3,000
Flocks of five and 10.000 are not
uncommon and occasionally one
finds flocks much bigger than
that.
But while the laying hen p art of
the Industry has been steadily
growing, another branch of the
business—broilers has burst Into the
limelight. Throughout Southern
and Central Maine hundreds of
high factory-llke buildings have
been and still are being built.
A specific example Is the huge
new double-deck broiler house on
Brooklyn Heights in Thomaston,
with a capacity of about 25,000
broilers. Col. Frank G. Goguen and
other members of his family are
busy on this project. They already
have two other poultry houses with
REGULAR $ 5 .9 5 VALUE
a capacity of about 5,000 birds each
and we understand that at the pre
sent moment their plant 1s going
full capacity.
If those birds go to the dressing
plant at the age of 10 weeks, the
total weight could be. If the death
D IR E C T F R O M
rate Is light, well over 100.000
pounds and assuming th at for each
pound of meat, three pounds of feed
F A IR Y L A N D
/
is used, th at means about 3.500 bags
of grain: nearly enough to fill six
railroad boxcars. And th at Is Just
CLIODLY SEAR „ V , w . m t d
one plant.
the largest, softest, cuddliest
As any industry grows, allied In
Bear in to w n —at a price that
dustries keep pace. T hat brings us
anyone could afford to pay.
to the dressing plant where the
It w a s n ’t e a sy , but w e fo u n d h im
birds are killed and prepared for
—o v er 2 7 in c h e s tall and stra ig h t
market. There are several dressing
from F a ir y la n d c o m e s C U D D L Y
plants in the area with capacities
BE A R , w ith a ll th e lo o k s , q u a lity
varying from 10.000 to 25,000 birds
and siz e y o u ca n e x p e c t in a
a day. So, without going Into de
H o lly w o o d c r e a tio n . A ll the
tail. It is easy to figure th at millions
little e x tr a s are th e r e — the
of broilers are being raised to keep
m o v in g e y e s , th e so ft red felt
these dressing plants going every
day. Goguen birds can be pro
to n g u e an d a n o s e s o life lik e
cessed in a very short time and then
y o u 'll th in k it's rea l. Im a g in e the
they are on their way to the big
joy a n d s h r ie k s o f d e lig h t that
city markets by refrigerated trucks.
w ill g r e e t B ig g ie B ear w h e n h e
A steady stream of these trucks
c o m e s h o m e to stay. Y o u ’ll lo v e
moves to Boston and New York,
the d e e p s o f t p lu sh w ith satin y
night and day.
s h e e n - P l ia b l e , c u d d ly b od yPerhaps the broiler part of the
e v e r y th in g th a t g o e s to m a k e
industry Is a little more spectacular
C u d d ly B ea r th e b ig g e s t , so fte st
but let's not forget the little feath 
m o st lo v a b le . B ear in to w n .
ered ladies who keep the ball roll
ing. For every broiler chick comes
from an egg and many of these
poultry buildings you see house
breeding flocks, where million* of
fertile eggs are gathered for the
hatcheries. The breeding flock man
has to be a little more of an expert,
for upon him depends the success
of the broilerman. But we must not
forget the hatcheries. Good broiler
chicks depend on the cooperative
efforts of breeder and h a tc h e r..
Twice a week in most of the hatch- j
eries thousands of chickens are
born and within 48 hours are under
the brooders on their way to your
RESERVE
dinner table.
Please reserve ............................... . Cuddly Bears.
Last, but not least, wc have the
I will pick them up (date) ................... ............... ......
table egg flocks. Many poultry men
NAME
_______________ ___ _ __________ _____
make their living by selling eggs.
STREET
.................................. ’............................
While many of these flocks are pure
C I T Y ............................... ....... ...................... ..................._ ..... S T )
bred, such as Rhode Island Red,
New Hampshire Red and Barred
1 27” CUDDLY BEAR AT $2.98
Plymouth Rock, one of the most
WILL DO!
popular 1s the sex-link, a cross of
Rhode Island Red Roosters and
Barred Rock hens. This Is the fa
miliar dark bird often with orangeyellow feathers on the neck. It is
HURRY - - NONE
officially known as the GoldenNeck.
The all-purpose bird which is a
HURRY - - S O LD
high egg producer and also suit
able for broiler raising has not yet
FOR THE BUY
TO
been found, although attempts are
constantly being made. Millions of
OF A LIFETIME
DEALERS
baby roosters have to be killed a s
they have no commercial value.
3 7 8 M A IN S T R E E T
R O C K LA N D , M A IN E
The all-purpoee bird would solve
this problem.

0 0 0
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